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We construct a unified theory of dual optimization problems, which encom- 
passes, as particular cases, the known dual problems. For each concept of dual 
problem, we define first an “unperturbational” version, from which we deduce, via a 
certain scheme, the corresponding “perturbational” version. We generalize 
simultaneously the Lagrangian and surrogate cases, using coupling functionals. We 
study the connections between dual problems and define Lagrangian functionals for 
them. We study the class of perturbation functionals which can be= written as the 
upper sum of the primal objective functional h and a functional with values not 
depending on h. i‘ 1986 Academc Press. lot 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a set, G a subset of F (assumed nonempty, throughout the 
sequel), called the constraint set and h: F -+ R = [ - co, + co] a functional, 
called the objective functional. We shall consider the (global, scalar) primal 
infimization problem 
(P) = (PG.h) a = CQ,, = inf h(G), (1.1) 
and we shall assume that a < + co, or, equivalently, that 
Gndomh#@, 
where fa denotes the empty set and 
domh= (y~F1 h(y)< +a}; 
the number o! is called the value of problem (P). 
(1.2) 
(1.3) 
Assumption (1.2) is no restriction of the generality, since it excludes only 
the trivial cases when either G = 0 (throughout the paper, we shall adopt 
the usual conventions inf 0 = + co, sup 0 = - co), which we have already 
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excluded above, or G # 0 and h 1 G E + co. Moreover, we shall say that 
two optimization problems (PI) and (P2) are equivalent, and we shall write 
(I’,)-(I’,), if a1 =cY~, where ai is the value of (P,) (i= 1,2); thus, if we do 
not assume (1.2), then every problem (1.1) with a= + CC is equivalent to 
the trivial problem (PD,h). We shall make no further assumptions on F, G 
and h. 
By a dual problem to (P) we shall mean any supremization problem of 
the form 
(Q, = (Q’,“) p = /!I”,” = sup A( W), (1.4) 
where W= p,h is a set (assumed nonempty, without loss of generality), 
called dual constraint set and A = 1 G,h. W + R is a functional, called dual . 
objective functional; note that here the inequality GI B fi need not hold (see 
Remark 2.8). We shall call {(P), (Q) > a p rirnal-dual pair (of optimization 
problems). 
The notations aG,h, B”*” (used instead of /?w,n, where W= W”.h, A= lG,h), 
etc., will mean that a, /I?, etc. (may) depend on G, h (and possibly on other 
arguments). This specification of G, h, etc., will be necessary (see, e.g., 
definition 2.1); moreover, often we shall use c(, d, etc., with respect to dif- 
ferent G’s, h’s, etc., in the same fomula (see, e.g., (3.9), (3.66)). There will be 
some exceptions, e.g., W or the set of perturbations A’= XG,h, for which we 
shall often omit the specification of G and h, but we shall use, when 
necessary, notations such as V,,, V,, , @, etc. (see, e.g., (2.38), (2.51) 
(3.6)). 
The dual problems to (PG,h), which have been considered until the 
present, are rather diversified. Thus, the concept of “Lagrangian dual 
optimization problem”, introduced by Rockafellar [ 171 (see also [9]) and 
extended in [33], involves an embedding of (PG,h) into a family of “pertur- 
bed optimization problems” (P;,h)xcX, with the aid of a perturbation 
functional p, and a conjugation with respect to an arbitrary coupling 
functional, in the sense of [ 15, 163 (therefore, we have used in [32] the 
term “perturbational conjugate dual” problem). In a different direction, 
generalizing the usual “surrogate dual problem” [S, 12, 71 and “the quasi- 
convex dual” [2], pseudo-dual” [25] and “semi-dual” [29, 301 problems 
to 
(P) (1.5) 
where u: R” + R”, x1 E R”, we have introduced, in [32], two concepts of 
dual problems: the first one involves only a one-parameter family of 
“surrogate constraint sets” A,,, c F (w E W), while the second one involves 
a perturbation functional p:F x X+R and a family of sets dCF,XO,.w~ F x X 
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(M’ E W), where x0 E X satisfies (1.6) below and WC R” is the constraint set 
of the dual problem (we have used in [32], respectively, the terms 
“surrogate dual” and “perturbational extended surrogate dual” problems, 
but here we shall omit the word “extended”); we recall that R” denotes the 
family of all functionals f: X --) R. Some connections betwen the above dual 
problems have been shown in [32]. For some further dual problems to 
(PG./,), see Remarks 2.9(f), 3.6(c), 3.9(d), and 3.13(b). 
The aim of the present paper is to construct a unified theory of dual 
optimization problems to problem (P,,), which encompasses, as particular 
cases, the known dual problems to (PG.h). In the sequel, we shall concen- 
trate only on the various concepts of dual problems (1.4) and on the con- 
nections between them; therefore, we shall not consider here conditions for 
the absence of a duality gap (with a few exceptions, such as 
Remarks 2.9(d), (f), 3.9(c)), solutions of primal or dual problems, etc. 
In the theory of dual optimization problems, which we shall construct in 
this paper, for each concept of dual problem we shall first define an “unbar- 
turhational” version (i.e., without assuming any perturbation of (P,,,) 1. 
and then we shall deduce from it, with the aid of a certain scheme, the 
corresponding “perturhationul” version (i.e., assuming a perturbation of 
(PG.,,), by a functional p: F x X + R, where X= X,,,, is a set ); this extends 
the situation of the “surrogate dual” and “perturbational extended 
surrogate dual problems” of [32], mentioned above. Another feature of 
our approach will be a simultaneous generalization of the Lagrangian and 
surrogate cases, with the aid of coupling functionals $, 6. 
Firstly. in Section 2, without assuming a perturbation of (P,,,). for 
any dual objective set W= WG.h and any coupling functional 
II/ = tiG: F x W -+ R, with values I//&J, ~9) E R not depending on h. we shall 
define a dual objective functional i = A$$, working directly with the objec- 
tive functional h and with I++~. Any dual problem (Q${) /3 = sup i( W). 
defined in this way, will be called a “( W$)-dual problem” to (PG.,). In the 
particular case when W does not depend on h (we shall write then 
w= w,, since WC denotes the family of all mappings u: G + W), the 
( W$)-dual objective functional will turn out to be the negative of the con- 
jugate of 12, with respect to -I,!J~. Next we shall define directly the “unper- 
hational Lagrangian dual” and the “unperturhational surrogate dual” 
problems to (PC,,*) and we shall show that they are ( W$)-dual problems, 
for suitable particular choices of IJ = IL,. In the converse direction, it will 
turn out that if II/ = $G satisftes a simple condition (namely, (2.37)), then 
the ( W$ )-ual problem to (PG,L) becomes a particular case of the unpertur- 
bational Lagrangian dual problem to (PG,h), with a suitably modified dual 
constraint set V; in particular, we shall show that this conclusion holds for 
the unperturbational surrogate dual problem (since the corresponding tiG. 
satisfies condition (2.37)). 
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Next, in Section 3, we shall consider (PG,II) embedded into a family of 
optimization problems (P&,h)xE X, where X= X,,, is an arbitrary set, with 
the aid of a perturbation functional, i.e., a functional p =pG,h : F x X+ R 
for which there exists x0 = xFh,P E X such that 
PO’, 43) = h(Y) 4 Xc(Y) (YEF), (1.6) 
where xG: F -+ R is the “indicator functional” of the set G, defined by 
X0(Y) = 0 for LEG 
=+a3 for ~EF\G, 
(1.7) 
and where i denotes the “upper addition” on i?. We recall that the “upper 
addition” i and the “lower addition” + on R are defined [ 15, 161 by 
a i b=a + b=a+b if Rn(a,b}#@ or a=b= fm, (1.8) 
a/b=+m, a+b=-oCj if a= -b= +cc, (1.9) 
where R = ( - m, + co); for the rules of computation with i and + we 
shall refer to [16]. 
We shall show that, for any perturbation (X, p, x0) of (PG,h), each unper- 
turbational dual problem (Q,) fl, = sup A,( IV,), to (PG,h), where W, c RF 
and A1 : W, + i?, induces, via a certain sheme, a corresponding pertur- 
bational dual problem (QF$r) to (PG.h), with suitable W= @3h c RX. 
Applying this scheme, in particular, to any ( WI++)-dual problem, to the 
unperturbational Lagrangian dual problem and to any unperturbational 
surrogate dual problem, we shall arrive, respectively, at the concepts of 
“perturbational ( W$)-dual”, where 5 = I$,~,~~,: (Fx X) x (0, W) + R is any 
coupling functional, with values $ Cf,,,((?.: x), (0, w)) E i? not depending on 
p, “perturbational Lagrangian dual” and ‘perturbation surrogate dual” 
problems to (PG,h) (with respect to the perturbation functional p); further- 
more, we shall show that a certain dual problem to (PG.),), introduced by 
Gould [6] and Tind and Wolsey [36], is a perturbational dual (Q$r), 
corresponding to a suitable unperturbational dual to (PG,h). We shall give 
various relations between the above classes of dual problems (among 
which, in particular, some complements to the results of [32], e.g., some 
new relations between unperturbational surrogate and perturbational 
surrogate dual problems). We shall obtain some further relations between 
them, for a large class of perturbation functionals p =P~,~: F x X-+ R 
which we shall introduce here, namely, the p’s that can be written as the 
upper sum of h and of a term rr6: Fx X+ R, with values rcGo(, x) E R not 
depending on h (we shall call them “h-separated” perturbation functionals 
p). For example, the “natural perturbation functionals” p =p” of (3.29) 
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and, in particular, the “standard perturbation functional p =p’ of (3.38), 
considered in [30, 321, are h-separated, with 7rG’s which are convenient for 
computations. Let us also note that, in the particular case when X is a 
linear (or, a locally convex) space, one often has .‘cO = 0 for these p’s For 
such an X, we shall denote by X# (resp. X* ) the linear space of all linear 
(resp. continuous linear) functionals KY X+ R; if S is a linear subspace of 
X. we shall denote SL = { \V E X# 1 N(S) = 0 (s E S) ). For any sets F and X, 
we shall use the canonical embedding R’x RX c i?” .‘, given by 
(11, W)(J,, .u) = Ll(J, + w(x) (~ER~,\I.ER~,~EF,.~-EX). (1.10) 
We shall also express some of our results in terms of equivalence of 
primal-dual pairs. We recall that two primal-dual pairs {(P, ), (Q,)) and 
[(PI), (Q?)) are said [30] to be equiuafenr, and we write [(P,), (Q,): 5 
((P?), (Q,)).. if (P,)m(P:) and (Q,)-(Q,) (in the sense mentioned above. 
after formula ( 1.3 )). 
A useful tool for studying dual problems will be the following general 
concept of Lagrangian functional: 
DEFINITION 1 .I. We shall call Lugrangian juncrional (or, briefly, 
Lagrangiun) of the primal-dual pair ((PG.,), (QG.h) )- any functional 
L = LG.“: Fx U’+ R. such that 
i.( ~$3) = inf L( J’, 1~) ()I’ E W). (1.11) 
1EF 
Remark 1.1. (a) By (1.4) and (l.ll), we have 
fl= sup inf L( y, w). 
WE U..VEF 
(1.12) 
(b) For each pair {(P), (Q)} there exist Lagrangians, e.g., L( y, MT) = 
i( ~1) (J E F, u’ E W). Often the explicit form of 2: W-r K will suggest a 
natural choice of a Lagrangian L, which we shall call the Lagrangian of the 
pair {(P), (Q)}. In particular, let us mention that for perturbational 
surrogate dual problems no Lagrangian functional L has been given in 
[32], but we shall introduce one in the present paper (see (3.133)). 
(c) We shall also be interested in the particular cases when the 
Lagrangian L = LG.h satisfies 
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whence, by (l.l), (1.7), and (1.12), 
a =11;1’, ihO,) -I xc(~)) 2 inf sup L( J: W) 2 sup inf L(y, W) = p; 
‘EGFWEW WE WJEf 
we shall give some simple conditions for (1.13) ( 1.14) to hold. 
Moreover, the particular cases when 
h(y) i &y(y)= sup L(4’, M’) (YEO, 
WE w 
(1.14) 
(1.15) 
are also of interest; however, (1.15) holds only under rather strong 
assumptions on h (see, e.g., [ 181) which we shall not consider here. 
Another useful tool is the following: If X and W are two sets, and 
cp: Xx W-+ R is an arbitrary functional (called, in [15, 161, coupling 
functional), then we shall call Fenchel-Moreau conjugation (with respect to 
cp) the operator f~ RX +fc’V’~ RW defined [ 15, 161 by 
fC’“‘(w)=sup {(p(.Y, W) + -f(x)) 
.Y Ex 
(II’ E W). (1.16) 
As has been observed in [34], Remark 2.2, and Addendum, the general 
case of arbitrary X, W and cp is equivalent to the particular case of 
X, V c RX and n: Xx V + R, the “natural” coupling functional, defined bll 
n(x, v) = v(x) (x E x, v E V). (1.17) 
Indeed, given any X, W and cp: Xx W + 1, for each II’ E W let us define 
v=v,.,dX by 
v,.Jx) = -q(x, w) (XEX) (1.18) 
(we take - cp instead of cp, in ( 1.18), for later convenience) and define 
v=v R,v c RX by 
v,, = (vwq 1 WE W). (1.19) 
Then, the mapping w + v,., need not be one-to-one, but the conjugations 
c( -cp): RX + RW and c(n): RX + Rv satisfy 
f”“‘(vw,) = 1:; {VW,(X) + -fb) > 
= sup { -cp(x, W) + -f(x)} =f”‘-‘P’(W) (w E W), (1.20) 
.Y Ex 
which proves our assertion. For dual optimization problems based on con- 
jugation, this observation has the following two consequences: 
(1) It is no restriction of generality to consider only W c RX and the 
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natural coupling functional n: Xx W + i? (as has been done, e.g., in [4], 
for certain dual problems), since the results on (X, V,, c(n)) imply 
corresponding results on arbitrary (X, W, c( - cp )). 
(2) For a given set X, the problem of choosing a suitable set W and 
a coupling functional cp: Xx W + 8, is equivalent to the problem of choos- 
ing a suitable WC RX. 
According to [34, Theorem 3.11, the Fenchel-Moreau conjugation 
operators c = c( cp): BX + BW are characterized by the following two 
properties (the second of which may be called the property of “anti- 
additivity”): 
(1.21) 
( I .22 ) 
we recall that the structures on i?“, occurring in (1.21) ( 1.22), and in the 
sequel, are defined pointwise (i.e., inf,, fi) (x) = infiE ,J;(x) for all .Y E ,I’. 
etc.) and that, for simplicity, the same notation is used for the elements of 
R and the constant functionals on any set, with values in R. In 
Remark 3.9(d) we shall also consider operators c: i?” -+ R”- satisfying 
(1.21), but not (1.22), and we shall call them, by abuse of language, “non 
anti-additive conjugations.” 
Let us also recall that the dual conjugation h E KM- + h““*“’ E RX to ( 1.16 
is defined [ 15, 161 by 
h”w”(.Y) = sup (cp(X, M’) + --h(W)) 
II)E u 
(.Y E X); (1.23 
finally, the second conjugation with respect to cp [ 15, 161 is the operator 
fe R” +~f~‘f~pI~l~pI’ = (fc(V))ctVP)’ E RX, i.e., 
(?I E X). (1.24) 
2. UNPERTURBATIONAL DUAL PROBLEMS 
As mentioned in Section 1, by “unperturbational dual problems” we 
shall mean dual optimization problems delined directly, i.e., without 
assuming a perturbation of the primal problem. 
2.1. ( Wt+Q)-Dual Problems 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let F, G, h, and (P) = (PC,,) be as in Section 1, let 
W= p,h be a set and let II/ = II/(;: F x W -+ R be a coupling functional, 
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with values Il/&, w) E E not depending on h. We define the ( We)-dual to 
(P) = (PGL) as the supremization problem 
(Q) = (QS;), p = @; = sup A( W); A(w) 
=q(W)=j~;(h(y) i Ic/Jy, w)} (WE W). (2.1) 
Remark 2.1. (a) For a given dual objective set W= WG.h, problem 
(P) = (I’,,,) has an infinity of ( W#)-dual problems (in general, different 
coupling functionals $ = tiG : F x W + R yield different ( W$ )-dual 
problems (Q$$)). 
(b) The assumption that the numbers $Jy, MJ) E R do not depend on 
h means that if h,, h,: F+ R are such that WG.h1 n p,h2 # a, and if 
$c,h,=$c: Fx p-h’+R, ICIc.~,~=tic. . Fx U/G,‘? + R are defined, then 
Note also that we write $ = (C/G by an abuse of notation, since $G is 
defined on F x WC.h; we use this notation in order to emphasize that rhe 
values +J y, ~1) E i? are independent on h. Similar remarks are also valid for 
the notations AC of (2.63), 7[G of (3.20) etc. For some examples of dual 
objective sets W= p,h depending on both G and h, see Remark 2.9(e). 
(c) One cannot omit in Definition 2.1 the assumption that the num- 
bers eG( y, IV) E 1 do not depend on h, since otherwise, for each It satisfying 
h(y) E R (~1 E F), every dual problem ( 1.4) would be a ( W+)-dual problem 
(2.1), with $ = IC/G,h: Fx W + i? defined, for example, by 
@G.,,o)r )I’) = n(rz’) - h(]‘) (YE F, M’E W). (2.2) 
On the other hand, we shall show that many unperturbational and per- 
turbational dual problems (1.4) are ( W#)-dual problems, with the numbers 
tiG(y, u*) E R not depending on h. 
(d) rf W= W, does not depend on h (e.g., if F is a linear space, G is a 
linear subspace of F and W= Gl), then, by (2.1), (1.16), and [ 16, Formula 
(2.1)], we have 
so in this case ( We)-duality may be called “unperturbational conjugate 
duality.” One can also express conveniently (2.3) with the aid of Lindberg 
conjugation [ 111, which is equivalent to the Fenchel-Moreau conjugation 
(1.16) (see [35]), but here we shall use only (1.16). 
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DEFWTION 2.2. Under the assumptions of Definition 2.1, we define rhe 
(W$)-Lagrangian L= L$$: Fx W+ i? of {(PGJ, (Qj$)l by 
L$$,(.Y, WI) = h(y) i $G(Y, )I’) ( ~1 E F, M’ E W). (2.4) 
Remark2.2. (a) By (2.1) and (2.4), M’e have (1.11) (1.12) .for I.%;, 
J G.h 
‘LV*l B g, so L$ is indeed a Lagrangian. Moreover, since Lf$( y, IV) = 
+ ~1 ( J’E F\,,dom h, w E W), we have 
A$;( WI) = inf 
redomh 
I!.$$( 1: W) (II’ E W). (2.5 
(b) [f; in addition, 
Xc;(?‘) 3 $G(?., iv) (J-E F, IZ’E W), (2.6 
then, by (2.4) and a remark of [16, p. 1171, KV ham (1.13), (1.14) for L(;M.$ 
Clearly, (2.6) is equivalent to 
0 2 Il/c;(g. )V) (g E G. 11’ E W). (2.6’ ) 
2.2. Unperturbational Lagrangian dual problems 
In this section, for simplicity, we shall work with dual objective sets 
w= Bfi.h c RF-, (2.7 I 
with the mention that Definition 2.3 and all results of this section can be 
extended to any pair ( W, cp), where W = W’G.h is an arbitrary set and 
cp: F x W + w is any coupling functional, replacing W(Y) by cp( 1, 1~) 
(whence c(n) of (2.10) by c( - cp)); indeed, this follows from (2.10) and the 
remark made after (1.20). Also, we shall assume that G ndom II‘ # 0 
(II’ E W), or, equivalently, that 
inf W(G) < + ‘X (It’ E W); (2.8) 
in Remark 2.3(f) we shall show that, essentially, this is no restriction of the 
generality. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let W= ph c RF (satisfying (2.8)). The unpertur- 
bational Lagrangian dual to problem (P) = (P,,,), Gth respect to W, or, 
briefly, the ( W)-dual to (PG,h)r is defined as the supremization problem 
(Q)= (QG,:h) 
/I = j?$F = sup A( W); /I(W) = A$!( W) 
= inf (h(y) i -Al t inf,r(G) (\1’ E W). (2.9) 
I.EF 
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Remark 2.3. (a) By (2.9), (1.16), (1.17), and [16, Formula (2.1)], we 
have 
AZ!(w) = -P(“)(w) + inf w(G) (WE W). (2.10) 
(b) Since h(y) i -w(,)= +cc (JpEF\domh, WE W), we have 
A$‘(~)=~in:~ {h(y) i -w(y)) -+- infw(G) (WE W). (2.11) 
(c) In the particular case when G= {yO) (a singleton), {(PG.h), 
(Qzh)} becomes the “local” [30] primal-dual pair 
(2.12) 
(P) = (qyo).h) a=a~,,J,h=infh({y,})=h(y,), 
(Q)=(Q&‘}vh) B=/?~“‘,“=sup1(W);A(w)=LG,:h(w) 
=tif, {NY) -+ -W(Y)} + NYo) (we WI; (2.13) 
this observation will be useful in the sequel. 
(d) In the particular case when G= F, (PGI) becomes the 
“unconstrained” problem (PF,L) and, if G = F is a linear space and WC F#, 
then 
inf w(G) = inf w(F) = - co for w # 0 
=o for w = 0, 
(2.14) 
whence, by (2.9), 
lg+(w)= -m for w # 0 
=infh(F) for w= 0. (2.15) 
Thus, in the particular case of unconstrained problems on a linear space 
F and of WC F#, problem (Q$!) of (2.9) is rather trivial. This may be one 
of the reasons for which problem (Q$‘) has been used only rarely (e.g., in 
[20], for W= F*). 
(e) Since 
Age(w)= -co (WE W,infw(G)= -co), (2.16) 
we have 
b=supA$!(W) (2.17) 
where 
w = w,,, = {WE WI infw(G)> -co),A$;!‘=A$kIR... (2.18) 
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Thus, if W’ # 0 (see Sect. l), then one can replace (Q$‘) by the 
equivalent problem (Q$!) of (2.17), (2.18). However, the assumption 
W’ # 0 need not be satisfied. For example, if F is a linear space, G = F and 
W c F’ \ { 0}, then, by (2.14) we have W’ = 0. More generally, if F is a 
linear space and G a linear manlyold in F, say G =y,, + S, where S is a linear 
subspace of F and y, E F, and if W c F#, then 
inf )v( G) = u( yO) for M’E WnSl 
= - ,m for ,v$ WnSl, 
(2.19) 
whence, by (2.18) and (2.9) we obtain 
w= wns, (2.20) 
E-G,:h(lo)=~~~.{h(?~)-~v(~)}+w(y,)=M’(1’0)-h”’”‘(lz,) (WE W’). (2.21) 
Here we may have Wn S’ = 0, for suitable WC F# c R’, and then the 
assumption W’ # 0 (with W’ of (2.18)) is not satisfied. Similar remarks 
can be made for the more general case when G is a convex cone in F, with 
vertex y, E F (using [20] the polar of G - yO). Let us also mention that 
these formulae have some computational advantages, as well as further 
theoretical interest (see, e.g., Remark 3.7(b)). 
(f) If we do not assume (2.8) in Definition 2.3, then 
/l$yw) = -3x (\~TE W,inf~‘(G)= +zc). (2.22 ) 
Indeed, if inf bv(G) = + E#, then IV(~)= + ‘x (go G # a), whence, by 
(1.2), 
h(g) i -w(g)= -cc (gEGndomh#IZ(); 
thus, 
inf {h(y) i -M*(.v)} < inf (h(g) i -)t(g)J = -05, 
.vsdomh gtGndomh 
and hence, by (2.1 l), we obtain (2.22). Now, by (2.22), there holds 
/? = sup A$?!( W), (2.23 ) 
where 
Hence, if we exclude the trivial cases when W” = 0 (i.e., when 
M’ I G = + rxj for all w E W), then we can replace (Q$‘) by the equivalent 
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problem (Q$!) of (2.23), (2.24). Thus, essentially, the assumption (2.8) is 
no restriction of the generality. 
Let us recall [ 16, Corollary 4(b) and Lemma 3(c)] that for any set E 
andanyf:E+Randa,b,cERwehave 
$f(v) -f c<jf’, MY) t 4 (2.25) 
(a i b) + c<a i (b -f c), (2.26) 
and [16, p. 1191, if aE R or c E R, then we have equality in (2.26). We shall 
need the additional observation that if a = c= -co, then, clearly, both 
sides of (2.25) and (2.26) are -a. Thus, there holds 
LEMMA 2.1. IfEisanyset,f:E+i?,bEi?anda,cERv(-IxlJ,then 
~~~~.fW + c=i;L {KY) + c), (2.27) 
(a i b) j- c=a i (b f c). (2.28) 
DEFINITION 2.4. If W= pVh c RF satisfies (2.8), the ( W)-Lagrangian of 
{ ( PG,h), (Q$“)} is the functional L = Lsh: F x W + i? defined by 
Lzh(h(y, w)= {h(y) i -w(y)} t inf w(G) (~EF, M’E W). (2.29) 
Remark 2.4. (a) By (2.9) (2.8) (2.27), and (2.29), we have (1.11) 
(1.12) for Lsh, Azh, and fish, so Lz? is indeed a Lagrangian. Moreover, by 
(2.11), (2.27) for E=domh,f=h i -M’, c=infw(G), and (2.29) there 
holds 
AgA( w) = inf (WE W). 
.vsdom h 
Lsh( y, w) (2.30) 
(b) By [ 16, Formula (2.1) and Corollary 3(c)], the obvious relations 
w(g) 2 inf w( G)( g E G) are equivalent to 
02 -w(g) + infw(G) (g E G, w E W), (2.31) 
and thus also to 
~~0)) > -w(y) + inf w(G) (4’~ F, MJE W). (2.31’) 
Hence, by a remark of [ 16, p. 1173 and by (2.26) we obtain, even when 
(2.8) is not assumed, 
h(y) i XG(y)3h(y) i {--w(y) t infw(G)} 
2 {h(y) i -w(y)} + infw(G) 
= L$h(h(y, w) ( y E F, 11’ E W), (2.32) 
so Lsh satisfies (1.13), (1.14). 
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THEOREM 2.1. If G and W= WG.h c RF sati$~~ (2.8), then -for I+!I = tjG.: 
Fx W+ i? defined tq 
we hate 
II/,(y, M’)= -w(+v) + inf U’(G) (J’ E F, \I’ E W), (2.33) 
LG,:h( J’, H) = L$( g, w ) ( y E dom h, w E W), (2.34) 
A$+( w) = A$$( rc) (w E W), (2.35) 
and hence the ( W)-dual to (P) coincides with rhe ( WI/I )-dual to (P 1. 
Proqf: By (2.29) (1.3), (2.8) (2.28) with a = h(j,), h = -w(~,). 
c = inf W(G), (2.33) and (2.41, we have 
L$‘(.r,, IV)= {h(y) i -w(J,)) t infM(G) 
=h(~) & ( -w(J.) t inf W(G)), 
= Lt;,-$ J’, w) ( y E dom h, II’ E W). (2.36) 
Finally, by (2.30), (2.36). and (2.5), there holds 
/I$+!‘( rv) = inf L”,lh( J’, tt*) = inf ( It’ E W). 
.b’ddomh rEdomh 
Remark 2.5. Theorem 2.1 shows that, under the assumptions of 
definitions 2.3, 2.4, there exists 9 = I++~ such that (2.34), (2.35) hold, so 
etlery unperturbational Lagrangian dual problem (Qz)) is a ( Wtj)-dual 
problem, with the same W and suitable tiG. In the converse direction, 
Theorem 2.1 shows that, for WC RF satislving (2.8), etler)! ( W$)-dual 
problem tvith + of the form (2.33 ), is an unperturbational Lagrangian dual 
problem, namely, (Q!$). Similar remarks are also valid for some of the sub- 
sequent results (e.g., Theorems 2.3 and 3.1). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let W= WG.h be an?’ set and assume that $G.: F x W+ R 
is a coupling functional, with tlalues $J ~7, w) E R not depending on h, such 
that 
SUP $Jg, \c)=O (M! E W). (2.37) 
g=G 
Then, for VC RF defined by 
v= v, = {u,+ I WE W), (2.38 ) 
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&b(Y) = -ti&r WI (11’ E W), (2.39) 
we have 
inf u,.,(G) = 0 (M’E W), (2.40) 
L$$(Y, WI = LG;hb7, u,,) ( y E F, w E W), (2.41) 
A$( w) = qTh(u,,) (M’E W), (2.42) 
(Q%($-(Q$"). (2.43) 
Proof: By (2.39) and (2.37), we have (2.40), whence, by (2.29) for W 
and w replaced by V and u,,~, we get 
JC.G;~(~, o $)= {h(y) i -U,+(Y)} + infu,,JG) 
=h(y) i $Jy, w)=L$$(y, M’) (~EF, WE W), 
i.e., (2.41). Hence, by (l.ll), we obtain (2.42), (2.43). 
Remark 2.6. (a) Theorem 2.2 shows that if (2.37) holds, then ( Wtj)- 
duality is a “particular case of’ Lagrangian (V-) duality, for a suitable 
modification Vof W. The family - VcRF, with Vof (2.38), (2.39), may be 
compared to a “penalty system” in the sense of [3]: (2.37) is stronger than 
(ii) and (iv), but we do not require (i) and (iii), of [3, p. 321. In the sequel 
we shall give some properties of our concrete $c’s (e.g., of (2.33), (2.48), 
(3.22)) and hence of the corresponding families - V. 
(b) If W= W, does not depend on h, then one can also give the 
following alternative proof of (2.42), (2.43): As above, we have (2.40) 
whence, by (2.3), (1.20) (for X= F, cp=tiG) and (2.10), we obtain 
,I$@) = -h”‘-$)(w) = -h=‘“‘&J = @‘$I,,,) (WE W). 
(c) If inf w(G)E R (we W), then rjG of (2.33) satisfies (2.37) and 
hence, by Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain, for tjG of (2.33), 
Lgkh(h(v. w) = L$h(y, u,.,) ( JJ E F, w E W). 
ny( w) = qyu,,,) (WE WI, 
where, in the right-hand sides, we have (2.40). 
2.3. Unperturbational Surrogate Dual Problems 
We recall that the unperturbational surrogate dual problems (i.e., the 
“surrogate dual problems”, in the sense of [32]), are defined as follows: If 
W= WGqh is a set and A,,,. c F (w E W) is a family of (“surrogate con- 
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straint”) sets, the ( WA)-dual to (P) of ( 1.1) is defined [32] as the 
supremization problem 
(Q,)=(Q$;) p=B~~=supi(W);i(~~)=E,~~~(~c) 
= inf h( AG,,v) = inf(h i x3(,+,)(F) 01 E W). (2.44) 
In (2.44) and in the sequel u’e shall assume, without any special mention. 
that, jar each flued w E p.h, the set A.,,, c F does not depend on h. 
Remark 2.7. Actually, in [32] it has been assumed that W= WC.” is a 
family functionals )I’: X+ R on a set X. but this assumption can be omitted. 
Let us recall that the ( WA )-Lagrangian of { ( P,,,l), (Q$; ) 3 is the 
functional L = Lz( : F x W + i? defined [32] by 
LG,.:(.v, br)= h(y) i x;,,,~i.r) (J’ E F. 11‘ E W). (2.45 ) 
Remark 2.8. By (2.44) and (2.45), ,t’e hate (1.1 1). (l.l2),for L$f,, /I:!,, 
,!I$:. Also. as has been observed in [32], l/ 
G = AG.5, (II’ E W), (2.46 ) 
then \i’e have (1.13) (1.14) for L$$. However, there are some natural 
unperturbational surrogate dual problems for which (1.13), (1.14) do not 
hold, as shown by the following example [32, Example 1.61, with 
applications in approximation theory (see [ 19, 261): Let F be a locally 
convex space, W= F* and 
d;;,,={~p~Fl u(>‘)=inf\tjG))- ( 11’ E F* ). (2.47 ) 
Then each dg,, is a support hyperplane of G, generated by iv, and thus, 
when G is not a singleton, (2.46) need not hold and (1.13), (1.14) need not 
be satisfied; in fact, in [ 19, 261, rather strong assumptions have been made 
on G and h, to ensure that M > &,, even with F* replaced by WC F* of 
(2.6 1) below. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let F, G, h and (PC;,h) be as in Section 1, Let W= W”.h 
beuset,andletA,,,cF(r~~W).Thenfor~=~,:FxW~Rdqfinedb~~ 
$&r 14’) = x.&i.l’) (~9 E F, M’ E W). i 2.48 ) 
we haue 
L$5(?., w) = L$( y, M’) ( y E F, II’ E W), (2.49 ) 
A”$ w) = A$;( w) (WE W), (2.50) 
and hence the ( WA)-dual to (P) coincides ittith the ( W$)-dual to (P). 
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Proof By (2.45), (2.48), and (2.4), we have 
GWY, w) = h(Y) 4 Xdc.JY) = G&L M’) (JEF, M’E W), 
whence, by Remarks 2.2(a) and 2.8, we obtain (2.50). 
Let us show now some relations between unperturbational surrogate 
dual and unperturbational Lagrangian dual problems. 
THEOREM 2.4. If (2.46) holds, then for 
v= v,, = { -&, 1 12’ E W] c RF (2.51) 
rile have 
Lg$(Y, M’) = q?(y, -&J ( y E F, t’ E W), (2.52) 
As$( w) = A$“( - xdG,,) ( n’ E W) (2.53) 
and hence 
ProoJ: BY (2.46), we have inf,..( -xdc,,( g)) = 0 and hence, by (2.45) 
(2.5 I), and (2.29), we obtain 
G$(Y, np) = h(y) -I x~~,,(I)) = G?IY, -x/,~,~) 
Hence, by (l.ll), there follow (2.53) and (2.54). 
( y E F, 11’ E W). 
Remark 2.9. (a) The functionals v = --x~~,~ E V assume only the 
values 0 and - co. 
(b) Let us also mention the following alternative proof of (2.52): For 
tiG: Fx W+ R defined by (2.48), condition (2.46) is equivalent to (2.37), 
whence, by Theorems 2.3 and 2.2, we obtain 
(c) Theorem 2.4 shows that if (2.46) holds, then surrogate (WA-) 
duality is a “particular case of’ Lagrangian (V-) duality, for a suitable 
modification V of W. However, we have seen that a a/? holds for 
Lagrangian duality, but need not hold for surogate duality, so if (2.46) is 
not assumed, then surrogate duality need not be a “particular case of 
Lagrangian duality. Let us also note that if (2.46) does not hold, say w E W 
and g,EG\A,,,., then inf ,,d-xdcJg))G -zdG,nkO)= -00, whence 
LG;“(.Y, -xt,c.,)= --oo (YEF). 
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(d) In the opposite direction, we have only the following remark: If 
WC RF satisfies (2.8) and if we define, as in [32], 
~~,,.={YEFIH~(I.‘)Ew(G)}u{~EFI~~’()’)>~~~~~(G)J ( W’ E W), 
(2.55) 
~~,.={J’EFIM’(~)~~~~M’(G)}={~‘EFIO~-\~’(J’)+~~~~,(G)) (WE W) 
(2.56) 
(for the last equality see (2.31)) then Gcdg,,, CA:,,, (127~ W), whence. by 
(2.36 1, 
hence, by x = in?.. ,-{A( jv) i xc;( JV)} and (1.1 1 ), we obtain 
and thus 
Consequently, if c1= b$“, then tl = b$& = /?$$. 
(e) Let us mention some examples of problems (es;), in which 
W= WC.” depends on both G and h. In [19] we have assumed that there 
exists y’ E F satisfying h( y’) < inf h(G), and, using separation, we have 
arrived at problem (QwAol) of (2.44), with Aglr of (2.47) and with 
W= ~.h.J’={~t~~F* 1 )v(y’)<infw(G)}#@. (2.60) 
W= W,h= {rv~F* 1 supw(A,(h))<inf~(G)}#0. (2.61) 
where A,(h) = {YE F 1 h(p) <infh(G)}. Similarly, in [26, 271, we have 
arrived at problem (Q$‘&), with F a locally convex space, AZ.,, c F 
(WE P) of (2.56), and W = W*h*-V’ of (2.60), as well as at some other 
problems (Q$:) with W depending on G, h and y’ (of course, in these cases 
one can define an equivalent dual problem (Q,““), enlarging p,h to 
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W,,= F*, which does not depend on G or h, and extending AG,h to 
Azh: P + I? by putting A$“( w) = - co for all w E F* \ Pvh; however, in this 
way one would lose the separation properties occurring in (2.60), (2.61)). 
Similarly, one can give examples of unperturbational Lagrangian dual 
problems (Qsh), with W depending on both G and h. 
(f) Finally, let us mention an example of an unperturbational dual 
problem (QG.h), with W= Wh not depending on G and the values of ,I= AC 
not depending on h (whence (QG,h) is not a ( W$)-dual problem to (PG,h), 
for any l(lo :F x W + R), which will be used in Section 3. Namely, let F be a 
linear space, let 
W= Wh= {wEF# 1 w<h}#@ 
(whence h(0) 2 0 and h(y) > - CC for all 1’ E F), and let 
(2.62) 
(Q) = (Q’.“) B = /I”~” = sup A( W); A( w ) 
=A’(w)=infw(G) (WE W). (2.63) 
Then, similarly to (e) above, one can define an equivalent dual problem 
(Qz”), enlarging Wh to W, = F# and extending 1’: Wh + R u { - 00 } to 
AGvh: F# + R v { - cc > defined by 0 
A~h(w)=AG(w) i -x&w)=infw(G) for M~EF#, w6h 
for w E F# \ Wh; 
(2.64) 
= - EN 
indeed, clearly, /?zh = sup A?“( F# ) = sup A”( Wh) = PC*“. Note also that, by 
(2.62), we have a = inf h(G) > inf w(G) = A(w) for all w E W, whence 
a>/lG*h. Moreover, by (2.32), (2.62), and (2.63) we have 
h(y) i xc(y)aL$‘(y, w)= {h(y) i -w(y)} t infw(G) 
2 inf w(G) = A’(w) (~7 E F, IV E W), 
whence, by (1.11) for ~5%~ (see Remark 2.4(a)), 
and hence 
thus, if a = j3G,h, then a=/3zh. Similar remarks can be made for the case 
when F is a partially ordered linear space and (2.62) is replaced by 
W= Wh= {wEF# 1 wa0, w<h}#@. (2.66) 
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3. PERTURBATIONAL DUAL PROBLEMS 
As mentioned in Section 1, by “perturbational dual problems” we shall 
mean dual optimization problems defined with the aid of perturbations of 
the primal problem. Thus, assume that (PG,h) of (1.1) is “embedded” into a 
family of “perturbed” (or, “parametrized”) problems 
!~‘=ci;~= inf p(y,.v) (x E XL (3.1) 
I’E F 
where X = XG,h is a set, called set of perrurbations (or, set of parameters) 
and p =~o,~ : F x X+ R is a (coupling) functional, called perturbation 
functional, such that for some x0 = .$“.p E X there holds (1.6). 
Our next aim is to define, using (X, p, x,), “perturbational dual 
problems” to (PG.,,), with dual objective set 
w= WG.hC RX; (3.2 1 
thus, in these dual problems, we shall couple W with X, rather than with F. 
3.1. ( p WI )-Dual Problems 
First, we shall give a general scheme of defining, for certain dual 
problems to a suitable “extended” problem (P), equivalent to (P,,,) (see 
(3.3)), corresponding perturbational dual problems to ( P,,,l). 
Consider the optimization problem 
P) = (8, ..,. “LPI 6 = &F,q,).p = infp(F, .%l)* (3.3 1 
where p = pG,h :FxX+Randx,=x z”J’ E X satisfy ( 1.6) and where 
(F,x,)=Fx(x,}={(~,x,)l’~F)cFxX. (3.4) 
Since both the objective functional p and the constraint set (F, x0) of (P), 
are defined in the “extended space” Fx X, we have called (P), in [32], an 
“extended problem”; note also that, by ( 1.6), we have d = u, so (P) - (P,,,). 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let 
(Q) = (fy..XO~.P) fl=supI@) (3.5) 
be a dual problem to (p,,,,,) of (3.3), with TIC RF” X of the form 
Iv= (0, W) = {( u,~o)ERFXW~U=O}=((O,U’)~M’EW~, (3.6) 
for some W= WG*h c RX, and with 1: @‘-+ R. By the ( WI)-dual problem to 
WY 116 I-7 
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(PG,h), with respect to (A’, p, x0), or, briefly, the (p WI)-dual problem to 
(PG,L), we shall mean the supremization problem 
(Q)=(Q$d P=&%= sup A( W); A(w) = n;&(w) = X(0, W) (w E W). 
(3.7) 
Remark 3.1. (a) By (3.3) and (3.5)-(3.7), we have 
W’GJ (Q;kd> - U&F,,,,,), @‘“““‘~p)~~ (3.8) 
(b) Given X, p, x0 and WC RX, each dual problem (3.5) to (P,,,,,,), 
with m of the form (3.6), induces, via (3.7) a perturbational dual problem 
(QFA) to (P,,), satisfying (3.8). 
DEFINITION 3.2. In the situation of definition 3.1, if t = t(f.xo)~? 
(FxX)x IT+ R is a Lagrangian for {(P,F,Xoj,p), (Q(CXo)~p)} of (3.3), (3.5), 
we define the corresponding ( p WI)- Lagrangian L = L$$ : F x W + R for 
Wo.A (Q;$d 1, by 
LF$l(y, w) = inf ~(F,xO).P ((Y, -xl, (0, M’)) (YE F, )VE W). (3.9 
.YE x 
Remark 3.2. (a) Lz& is indeed a Lagrangian for {(P,,,), (Q$&) ) 
since by (3.7), (1.11) (for 1, z) and (3.9), we have 
(b) If 
P(Y, x) + x,F..xo,,(L’, x) 3 L((Y, x), (0, w)) (~EF,xEX, U’E W), (3.10) 
then L satisfies (1.13), (1.14), since by (1.6), (3.10), and (3.9) we have 
KY) i XG(40 =P(Y, x0) i x~F,.xo,(Y, x0) 2 NY, x0), (0, w)) 
> inf L((y, x), (0, WI)) = L(y, w) (YE F, WE W). (3.11) 
xex 
Now we shall give (similarly to the idea of “universally defined” mul- 
tifunctions [3 1 ] ) a general scheme of defining, for each unperturbational 
dual problem to (P,,,), say 
(Q,) = (QF”) p, = pyh= sup A,( W,), (3.12) 
where W = WFh c RF, A, = ilFh: w, + K, and for each Lagrangian 
functional’LFh: Fx W, +R of {(PGh), (Qy”)}, a corresponding unpertur- 
bational dual problem (3.5) to the “extended problem” (P,,,,,,) of (3.3) 
and a Lagrangian z(F,Xo)*p of {(P,F,,,p), (Q(F,-ro)*P)}, and hence, applying 
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Definitions 3.1 and 3.2, a corresponding perturbational dual problem 
(Qz& to ( PG,h) and a Lagrangian I,$$,: Fx W + R. 
DEFINITION 3.3. For any unperturbational dual problem (@“) to 
(PG.hL as in (3.12), and any (X,p, x0) (satisfying (1.6)). define 
m= (0, W.h)~ RFxX (with W*h c RX), by replacing formally W, E R’, 
)? E F, G and h by (0, W) E (0, RX), ( y, x) E F x X, (F, x0) and p, respectively, 
in the formula which defines W, = WY”. Furthermore, define 1: m-+ i? and 
z’F.-ro)*P: (Fx X) x @‘+ R similarly, replacing also M’, E W,, in liy.” and Ly.h, 
by (0, M’) E @: also, an arbitrary coupling functional +(;: Fx W-+ R. 
respectively, an arbitrary family of sets A,.,, c F (W E W), should be 
replaced by an arbitrary coupling functional 6, fi-,xOj : (F x A’) x m -+ i?. 
respectively, by an arbitrary family d,F,.,,,,,O.,., c F x X (W E W). Then. 
(QFkI) of (3.7) and LzGI of (3.9), obtained in this way, are called the per- 
turbational dual problem to (PG.h) and the Lagrangian qf .( PG.,,), (Q$;) ), 
corresponding to (Qy.“) and Lyh, respectively. 
Remark 3.3. (a) By (l.lO), in Definition 3.3 the expression w(J’), 
where .V E F, M’ E WY” c RF, should be replaced by (0, w)( .v, X) = W(S), 
where x E X, w E W.h c Kx (and y E F); in particular, for any g E G and 
WE WyhCRF, the expression w(g) (and hence inf W(G), sup W(G), etc. ) 
should be replaced by (0, w)( ): x0) = w(.Y~) (where J E F). Consequently, to 
different unperturbational dual problems (Qy.“) # (Qf.“) there may corre- 
spond the same perturbational dual problem (GF$), by the scheme of 
Definition 3.3; for an example, see Remark 3.29(d). 
(b) By (a), if Wyh c RF can be arbitrary, for a class of unpertur- 
bational dual problems (Qy”), then WG.h c 8” of Definition 3.3 can be 
arbitrary, for the corresponding class of perturbational dual problems 
( Q$; ). 
(c) If F and X are linear spaces and WF” c F# in problem (Qy.“). 
then w.h c X#. Indeed, replacing M’ and y, by (0, ~1) and ( )si, .ui). respec- 
tively, in the linearity relations u(rxy, + 8~~) = CLM’(J,) + /?w( yz), we obtain 
(0, ~~)(c((?~,,.K,)+P(~~,x~))=~(O, w)(y,,.x,)+B(O, w)(.v~, x2). whence, by 
(1.10), M’(ax, +px*)=au’(.KI)+B~(x2). 
In the sequel, we shall apply this general scheme to the unperturbational 
dual problems considered in Section 1, and we shall thus obtain various 
perturbational dual problems. 
3.2. ( p W$ )-Dual Problems 
DEFINITION 3.4. Assuming (1.6), (3.2) and (3.6), let $=$(F.roj: 
(Fx X)x m+ i? be a coupling fUnCtiOnal, with Values $cF..x-o)((y, .u), 
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(0, ~7)) E i? not depending on p. We define the (p W$)-dual to (P) = (PGqh), 
as the supremization problem 
(Q) = (Q;i$ p = #8$!$ = sup A( IV); 
i(w) = n$g w) = (i,x;~xx {PO’, x) + &F,.YO)((Y x)3 0, w))> (M!E W), 
(3.13) 
and we define the (p W$)-Lagrangian L = L$+: F x W -+ R for 
W’G,L)~ (Q;&) 1, by 
Remark 3.4. (a) (Q$&) and L$+ are the perturbational dual 
problem and Lagrangian corresponding to (Q$) and L$$ of Definitions 
2.1 and 2.2, by the scheme of Definition 3.3 and Remark 3.3. Indeed, if 
we replace EVERY, YE F, G, h, WcRF and tiG by (0, I~‘)E (0, RX), 
(y, x) E Fx A’, (F, x0), p, w= (0, W) c (0, RX) and $(F.XO,, respectively, then 
AG.h and L$t of (2.1), (2.4) will be replaced, respectively, by W 
~$p.P((), w) = 
(I.~rf~fFxX {P(hx) + i$F,;,)(b’, -x), to, d)) (H’ E W), 
(3.15) 
L&pP((),, x)(0, w)) 
. w 
= P(Y, x) + III~FJO)(o)’ x), (0, w)) (yeF,x~X, U’E W), (3.16) 
whence, by (3.13), (3.14), (3.7), and (3.9), we obtain 
A$$( w) = A;$+) (M’E w, (3.17) 
L;&(Y, w) = q&Y, M’) (y E F, \v E W). (3.18) 
(b) The assumption that the values of $CF,XO, do not depend on p, will 
often mean that x0 of (1.6) should not depend on p. This happens, for 
example, when X is a linear space and x0 = 0; moreover, this x0 does not 
depend on G or h. 
(c) If W= Vh does not depend on p, then, under the assumptions 
of Definition 3.4, we have, by (1.16) and [16, Formula (2.1)], 
A&(w) = -p”-qo, H’) (WE W). (3.19) 
Now we shall show that, if the values of tj?CF,.XO) do not depend on h, then 
for a large class of perturbation functionals p =pG.h : F x X+ 1, which we 
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shall introduce here, every (p W$)-dual problem to ( PG,h) is an (unpertur- 
bational) ( W$)-dual problem to (PG,h), with a suitable + = It/G: F x W + i?. 
Reading these results in the reverse order, it will follow that, essentially, 
every ( Wtj)-dual problem to ( PG,h) is a (p W$)-dual problem to (P,,,), for 
suitable p and $. 
DEFINITION 3.5. We shall say that a perturbation functional 
p =pG,/, : F x X -+ R for (1.1) is h-separated, if there exists a coupling 
functional rcIlc: F x X -+ i?, with values rc6(?r, X) E K not depending on h, such 
that 
p(y, .Y) =p&?., -y) = h(y) i nd.v, -Y) (JOE F. XEX). 
Remark 3.5. (a) By (3.20) and (1.6) we obtain 
h(y) i n,(y, q,)=h(y) -F xc(~) ( .t’ E 0, 
and hence, by a remark of [ 16, p. 1161, 
%(?*, St.“) = XGLI’) (ye F, h(y)E R). 
(3.201 
(3.21) 
Thus, if h(y) E R, then n&y, sO) is either 0 or + r30, but rr,J~, x) may also 
have other values, for s f-u,; in the sequel we shall also consider the case 
when all values n,(y, x) are either 0 or + x (see, e.g., formula (3.30)). 
(b) The similarity between formulae (2.4) and (3.20) suggests we try 
to consider rc6 as $G or, conversely, tiG as 7~~. More precisely, the follow- 
ing two problems arise in this way: First, given F, G, h, X= X,,, and 
n,.FxX+~, with values not depending on h and such that 
pG,,,: FxX-+ R of (3.20) satisfies (1.6) if we take W=X and tiG=7cG 
(whence L$&’ =P~.~), what is (Qccv G.h )? By (2.4) and (3.20), for f: X+ a of 
(3.64) below we obtain 
A?;(X)= inf (h(y) i nc(~,.~)}=:l~~p()‘,,~)=f(.~) (.K E A-), 
,,E F 
whence (Q${) is the optimization problem /I = supf(X). Conversely, given 
F, G, h, W= v.h and tic: Fx W -+ R, with values not depending on h and 
such that $,(y, ~9~) = xc(y) (y E F), for some ~~~~ = @“,* E W, if we take 
X = W, 7cG = $G and pC.h = L$ (which satisfies (1.6) with x0 = M.~). i.e., if 
we embed (PG,h) into the family of optimization problems 
(P’C) = (PE,,) c(“‘= cf;,h = inf {h(p) i $Jy, w)} = A$$(u,) (M’E W), 
.I‘E F 
then the usual perturbational dual problems (Q$I), with respect to the 
above (X, p, x,), and even with another dual constraint set W’ c RX = R w. 
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do not seem to be of interest; it is then more convenient to consider, for 
each WE W, a dual problem (Q$“) to (P;,J (e.g., for the tiG’s of (2.33) and 
(2.48)). 
THEOREM 3..1. Let p =~o,~: FX X + i? be an h-separated perturbation 
functional for problem (PG,h) of (1.1) (satisfying (1.6)) and let WC RX, 
WC KFxX and $Ck;xO,: (Fx X) x W + R be as in Definition 3.4, with the 
values of&,,, not depending on h. Then for xo : F x X + I? as in (3.20) and 
for $=$o: Fx W+K defined by 
(Y EF, WE W, 
(3.22) 
LF&( y, w) = L$( y, w) (L’EF, M’E W), (3.23) 
A;&(w) = A$( w) (WE W), (3.24) 
and hence the (p W$)-dual to ( PG,h) coincides with the ( W$)-dual to (PG,h). 
Proof By (3.14), (3.20), (3.22), (2.4) and [16, Formulae (2.3) and 
(4.7)], we get 
L;&(Y, WI= ,jzs; {h(y) + G(Y, x) + &~.xo~(o: xl, (0, w,,> 
=h(y) i y?o(y, w)=L$(y, w) ( y E F, w E W), 
and hence, by ( 1.1 1 ), we obtain (3.24). 
From Theorems 3.1 and 2.2, there follows 
COROLLARY 3.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if #o of (3.22) 
satisfies (2.37), then for VcRF of (2.38), (2.39), we have 
q-&(Y, w) = LG;YY, V,$L (YEF, WE W), (3.25) 
I;&(w) = ny(v,,) (w E W). (3.26) 
Now, let us give some corollaries of Theorem 3.1 for various h-separated 
perturbation functionals p. 
First, assume that problem (P,,) of (1.1) is embedded into a family of 
perturbed problems 
(P”) = (P&J ax = a;,h = inf h(T(x)) = inf(h i xrCx,)(F) (x E X), (3.27) 
where X is a set, called set of perturbations, and r= I-,: X + 2F is a mul- 
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tifunction, called constraint multifunction, such that for some x0 = xc,’ E X 
there holds 
I-(x,) = G; (3.28) 
throughout the sequel we shall understand, without any special mention, 
that the sets T(x) c F do not depend on h. Then, the “natural perturbation 
function& for problem (l.l), associated to r, is (see [23, 241) the 
functional p” = P);-,.~~,.~ : F x X + R defined by 
P”(Y7 5) = WY) + xf-(r;,(Y) (J*E F, .YEX); (3.29) 
by (3.28) p” satisfies (1.6). Clearly, p” is h-separated, with 
x,=x.,.,,: FxX--+R defined by 
%iY, -xl = Xr,,,i?‘) 0%~ F, .YEX); (3.30) 
note that, by (3.28), rrc of (3.30) satisfies (3.21) for all J’E F (i.e., even when 
0) 4 R). 
Let us recall that the inverse multifunction r-‘: F + 2x is defined by 
Applying Theorem 3.1. we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let i-1 X + 2” satisf$ (3.28) for some x0 = x0” E X bvhich 
does not depend on r, let WC RX, @‘c iFx x satisjjl (3.6), and assume that 
the values of IJ( F,.rO, : (FxX)x@‘-+i?donotdependonh. Thenforp=p”qf 
(3.29) andfor +G=$,-,r,,,: Fx W+ R defined bj* 
we haoe (3.23), (3.24). 
Proof. It is enough to observe that, by (3.30) and (1.7), the right-hand 
side of (3.22) reduces to the right-hand side of (3.32). 
Now, let us consider the primal problem 
(PI = (PC’w2l.h) (3.33 I 
i.e., (1.1) with G = u-‘(Q), where F is a set, h: F + i?, X is a linear space, 
u: F -+ X and Q c X, u(F) n Q # 0. Then, the multifunction (see, e.g., 
PI 1 
T(x)=u-‘@2+x) (x E X) (3.34) 
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satisfies (3.28) with x0 = 0 and, clearly, 
P(y)=u(y)-B (Y E 0. (3.35) 
Hence, applying Corollary 3.2, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.3. Zf X is a linear space and G = u ~ l(O), where u: F + X, 
Qc X, u(F)nQ#@, then for WcR”, W and $,r,O, as in Theorem 3.1, 
p =p” of (3.29), with Z of (3.34), and @=$o: Fx W+i? defined by 
I(/Go’, WV) = if’, &F,O,((YV U(Y) - m), (0, w)) ( y E f’, w E W), (3.36) 
we haoe (3.23), (3.24). 
In the particular case when X= F, u = I, (the identity operator) and 
Q = G, the multifunction (3.34) becomes 
T(x) = G + x (xEF), (3.37) 
and hence p” of (3.29) becomes the “standard perturbation functionaf’ [30, 
321 p’: F x F + 1 defined by 
P”(I: -r) = h(y) + ~-+x(y) (y, XE F). (3.38) 
Hence, applying Corollary 3.3, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.4. Zf F is a linear space and WC RF, W= (0, W) c RF” “, 
6 ,,,,:(FxF)x W-+i? are as in Theorem 3.1, then for p =pS of (3.38) and 
*=t,ko:Fx W+Rdefinedby 
tic&, ‘V)=g~~~(F,O)((Y~!‘-g), co, bv)) (YE F, w’~ W), (3.39) 
we have (3.23), (3.24). 
Reading Corollary 3.4 in the reverse order, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.5. Zf F, W= Woh and W are as in Corollary 3.4, 
@ = $o : F + R is a coupling functional, with values not depending on h, and 
p = p’: F x F + R is the standard perturbation functional (3.38), then for any 
coupling functional *(F,O, : (Fx F) x W+ R satisfying (3.39), we have (3.23), 
(3.24). 
Remark 3.6. While the (p W$)-dual to (PG,h) is obtained from the 
( W$)-dual to (P (F.rg)p), with W of (3.6), Corollary 3.5 shows that, when F 
is a linear space, the’ ( W$)-dual to (PG,h) is a particular (p’W$)-dual to 
(Pa.,), with the same W; thus, one can say that the (p W$)-dual problems 
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(QF&) are “extensions” of the ( W$)( =p’ W$))-dual problems (Q-z;) 
(from WcRFandp”:FxF+Rof(3.38), to WcRXandp:FxX+R). 
(b) Reading Theorem 3.1 and Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3 in the reverse 
order, one can obtain similar results, which we omit. 
(c) Finally, let us make some remarks on a dual problem to a par- 
ticular case of (3.33), considered by Tind and Wolsey [36] and an 
equivalent dual problem of Gould [6]. Let X be a linear space, partially 
ordered by a cone K, = {xEXI -Y>O}, let U: F-+ X, .Y, EX, and let us 
consider the primal problem ( 1.1) with G = (~3 E F 1 u( ~9) b x, !. i.e.. 
(P) c(= inf h(r). (3.40) I’E FUiI , 2 v, 
This is nothing else than problem (3.33) (so G = u -‘(52)), with 
SZ=s,+K+=~.u~Xl.u~s,); (3.41) 
note also that ( 1.5) is the particular case F= R”, X = R”. Generalizing 
[36] (where F= R”, X= R”), let 
w = v” = .( II’ E X# I b1’ 3 0, iI‘ :’ I( < h ) # 0, (3.42) 
(Q)= (Q? p = #LP = sup A( W); A”‘( M’) = H’(.Y, ) ( h’ E W). (3.43 ) 
In this case, instead of the natural perturbation functional p”: F x X -+ R 
of (3.29) with r of (3.34) (which satisfies (1.6) with +yO = 0), it is more 
convenient to consider the h-separated perturbation functional 
p=~~.~: Fx X+ R defined by 
P(.l’,x)=h(l’) + X;J’EF,U,,.‘,~~.;(?‘) 
=h(Y) i L-qr+X.+,(?*) ( .I’ E F, x E X), (3.44 
which satisfies (1.6) with x,, =x,. Indeed, it is easy to see [36, Lemma 2 
that for the primal functional (3.64) below, associated to p of (3.44) i.e., 
.f(-u) = $. P( ?? .y) = if;. 4 I’ 1 (.u E XL ( 3.45 ) 
uc.r ) 31[ 
and for W of (3.42), we have 
w= wf= {WEX# 1 O<wq-j; ( 3.46 ) 
the dual problem (3.43), with W of (3.46) (3.45) has been introduced and 
studied (for F= R”, X= R”) in [6]. 
By (3.45), one can also write (3.46) in the form 
w= wp= {WEX” 1 ~20, w<p(r’, . )(.vE F)}. (3.47 ) 
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NOW we shall show that problem (3.43), with W written in the form 
(3.47), is the (pWx)-dual problem corresponding to problem (2.63) with 
W= Wh of (2.66), by the scheme of Definition 3.3 and Remark 3.3. Indeed, 
if we replace w E F#, ~EF, G and h by (O,~)E(O,X#), (y,x)~FxX, 
(F, x0) and p, respectively, then the set Wh of (2.66) will be replaced by 
~~=((O,w)E(O,X~)~(O,~t’)~O,(O,W)~p}=(0, WP), 
with Wp of (3.47), and I’ of (2.63) will be replaced by 
xC’,xo)(O, w) = inf(O, w)(F, x,,) = w(xO) = w(xI) (WE WP), 
whence, by (3.7), we obtain (3.43). Similarly, one can show that if X is a 
linear space, then problem (3.43), with Wp of (3.47) replaced by 
Wp= {~EX# 1 w<p(y;)(y~F)}, (3.48) 
is the (pWI)-dual problem corresponding to problem (2.63), with W= Wh 
of (2.62). However, problem (3.43), with Wp of (3.47) or (3.48), is not a 
(p W$)-dual problem to (PG,h), for any $CF.xo,: (Fx X) x @+ R (since 1”’ 
of (3.43) does not depend on p). 
3.3. Perturbational Lagrangian Dual Problems 
We recall that, assuming (1.6), (3.2), and 
w(x0) < + ocj (WE WI, (3.49) 
the perturbational Lagrangian dual to (P) = (PG,h), with respect to 
(X p, x0, W), or, briefly, the (p W)-dual to (P), is defined [ 18,333 as the 
supremization problem 
(Q)= (Q;$) p = /?;; = sup A( W); 
/l(w) = ngqw, = i-!JE, {p(y, x) i -M’(X)} + w(x0) (M’E W). (3.50) 
Furthermore, the (pW)-Lagrangian of {(PG&), (Q$)} iS [33] the 
functional L = LF$: F x W + i? defined by 
L$ y, w) = ,:f, { p( y, x) i -w(x)} + w(x0) (YE F, M’E W). (3.51) 
Remark 3.7. (a) (QF$) and LF$ are the perturbational dual problem 
and Lagrangian corresponding to (Qsh) and Lsh of Definitions 2.3 and 
2.4, by the scheme of Definition 3.3 and Remark 3.3. Indeed, if we replace 
wcRF, ~EF, G, h and WcRF by (0, w)E(O, RX), (y,x)~FxX, (F,x,), p 
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and m= (0, W) c (0, RX), respectively, then A.$? and Lsh of (2.9) (2.29) 
will be replaced, respectively, by 
p$“0’.P((), u,) = 
(~“.r;~fTxX MY, -x) i -M’(-Y)1, -f ).1’(.%) iM’E W), 
(3.52 
z’p’~p((y, x), (0, w))= {p(y, x) + -M’(X)) + w(xJ 
( y E F, x E X, H’ E W). 
whence, by (3.50) (3.51) (3.7) (3.9) and (2.27) we obtain 
(3.53 
I.;$( w)= q!l( M’) iM’E w (3.54) 
q!( I’, w) = I$‘,( J; w) (ye F, N,E W). (3.55) 
(b) If F and X are linear spaces and WC X# (hence (3.49) is 
satisfied), one can also give the following alternative proof of (a) above. 
revealing some further connections: The set (F, x0) of (3.4) is a linear 
manifold in the linear space F x X, namely, 
(6 -xc,) = iF, 0) + (0, x,1, (3.56) 
where (F, 0) is a linear subspace of F x X and (F, O)l = (0, X” ), whence, 
for #’ of (3.6), we have @‘n (F, O)l = (0, W)n (0, X#) = (0, W) (since 
WcX’). Hence, by Remark 2.3(e) and (l.lO), the @-dual objective 
functional to (P) of (3.3) is 
which proves (3.52) (3.54); for (3.53) (3.55), one can give a similar proof. 
(c) By (3.50) (1.10) and (1.16) (or, alternatively, by (2.10) and (a)), 
we have 
q&(w) = -Je’(O, w) t u’(xo) ih,E W). (3.57) 
(d) If we do not assume (3.49) in Definition (3.50), then, for any 
h & + cc, we have 
n$q M’) = - cc (N’ E w, w(x()) = + ‘cc ). (3.58) 
Indeed, if ~(x,,) = + cc, then, by (1.6) and (1.2), 
= inf {h(y) i xc(y) i -cc} = -x8, 
I.EF 
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whence, by (3.50), we obtain (3.58). Thus, similarly to Remark 2.3(f), con- 
sidering 
W”‘={kvE WI w(x())< +co},l;$...=~;~IW”‘, (3.59) 
we see that the assumption (3.49) is no restriction of the generality. 
(e) By (a), we have (l.ll), (1.12) for L$, A$ and /I$!, so Lp”il: is 
indeed a Lagrangian. Furthermore, even when (3.49) is not assumed, from 
(1.6) (2.26), and [16, pp. 118, 1171 we obtain 
h(Y) i xc(Y)=P(Y, Xd~PcY7 4 + {-w(xo) + 4%)> 
2 {KY, x0) + -h-o)> t Wo) 
2 q&y, w) (JJEF, WE W), (3.60) 
whence (1.14); the inequlity c( > j3,W G.hhas been also observed in [33]. 
F~OP~SITION 3.1. Zf x0 E X of (1.6) does nor depend on p, then for 
6 CF,xO, : (F x X) x m + i? defined 61 
$(F,~~)((Y, x), (0, t+f)) = -w(x) + u’h) C-Y E F, XE X, WE W), (3.61) 
we have 
L$( J’, w) = L$$( y, w ) (YE F, M’E W), (3.62) 
A$( w ) = A;$$( w) (M’E w, (3.63) 
so the (p W)-dual to (PC,,) coincides with the (p W$)-dual to (PC,,). 
Proof By (3.51), (3.49) Lemma2.1, (3.61), and (3.14) we have 
L,G;lt(y, w) = if’x { p( I’, x) i { -w(x) + cv(xO) > > 
= LF&( I’, w) (1’ E F, w E W), 
which proves (3.62). Hence, by (1.11) (see Remark 3.7(e)), we obtain (3.63) 
(alternatively, (3.63) follows also from (3.50) (3.49) Lemma 2.1, (3.61) 
and (3.13)). 
Remark 3.8. (a) One can also give an alternative proof of 
Proposition 3.1, combining Remark 3.7(a), Theorem 2.1 (applied to 
(Q p)J’) and $), and Remark 3.4(a). 
(b) By Proposition 3.1, the perturbational Lagrangian dual problems 
(3.50) with x0 not depending on p, constitute a particular class of (p W$)- 
dual problems. 
(c) By (1.6) we have (y,x,)Edomp ifand only ifyEGndomh. 
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Let us consider now the “primal functional” f = fG.h :X -+ i? associated to 
p, defined by 
f(x)=r"=;hl;p(y,.x) (-u Exj, (3.64) 
and the “local” optimization problem (see (2.12 j ) 
(PI ro;./ 1 M(,;,.~= inff( 1-h)) =f(-h). (3.65) 
THEOREM 3.2. We have 
cIG,h = a{.u,).f, (3.66) 
/I;$( Iv) = qpf( w) = -.f”“‘( w) t w(x,) (M E W), (3.67) 
and hence 
:tPG.h)r (Q;$)> - {(f’:~o;,, 1, (Qli9’)). 
Proqf By (1.1). (1.6), (3.64), and (3.65) 
(3.68) 
a C;.h= infp(y,.u,)=f(x,)=inff((.u,~)=al.~,i,./. 1.EF 
Furthermore, by (2.13), the unperrurbational Lagrangian dual problem 
to (Pi.wi,.f ), for the same WC RX, is 
(Q)= (Qj$+f) /@“‘.f= sup @hf( W); ,$+f(,!) 
= inf. {f(x) i -w(x)J + w(xo) (WE W). (3.69) 
.Y E x 
On the other hand, by (3.5 0) and [ 16, Formula (4.7)], for f of (3.64) we 
have 
this has also been observed in [33]. From (3.70) and (3.69) we obtain 
(3.67) and hence, by (3.66), there follows (3.68). 
Remark 3.9. (a) In the case when WC RX, Theorem 3.2 has been 
shown in [24]. 
(b) The right-hand side of (3.68) (and of similar equivalences, e.g., 
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(3.126), (3.185)), has the advantage that the constraint set {x0} is a 
singleton. For applications of some results of this type, see [30]. 
(c) From (1.4) (3.67) and (1.24) (1.17), it follows that 
p;$!= sup { w(xO) t -f+)(w)} =f=(n’C’“)‘(Xg); 
WEW 
(3.71) 
hence, by (3.66), we have a=/I,“;I! if and only if f(~,,)=fC(“)~(“)‘(x,,). 
Furthermore, by [33, Theorem 4.11, there holds 
f c(n'='n)'(Xg)=fx(W+ R)(XO)= ,v,"w"yE R b+o) + 4 (3.72) 
r+b<,f 
the “( W+ R)-convex hull of f at x0,” in the sense of [4] (the notation 
k;‘=y 
is from [33]); consequently, c( = /?$! if and onfy if 
XCW+R)(xO) (i.e., if and only iffis “(W+ R)-convex at x0,” in the 
sense of [4] ). Therefore, (Q$!) of (3.50) may be also called “the ( W + R)- 
convex duaP’ problem to (PG,L); in the particular case when F= R”, X= R” 
and W= X*, the term “convex dual” problem is used in [2]. 
(d) Assume now that X is a linear space and let us consider the dual 
problem (3.43), with W= W/c X# of (3.46), (3.45). Similarly to Remark 
2.9(f), one can define an equivalent dual problem (Q,“,“), enlarging W* to 
W, = X# and extending jlxL: Wf+ R to 16"1)-f: W, + R v ( - CXI } defined 
by 
Ap+) = AX’(w) i -x&w) = w(x,) for USE W,, w<f 
(3.73) 
=-a for 1%’ E W,\ WJl 
Then, by (3.43), (3.73), and x,=x0 (of (1.6)) 
/I,“,” = sup JJ”l’“( W,) = sup W(XO) = fxc ,,,(x,), (3.74) 
WE w II’ < P 
whence, by X” + R # X# and (3.71) (3.72) it follows that, in general, 
(3.75) 
thus, similarly to [6, 361, in order to obtain a smaller “duality gap” CI - p, 
one can replace the dual problem (Qz”) of (3.73) by the perturbational 
Lagrangian dual problem (Q,“;l). 
There arises naturally the problem, whether there exists a more general 
(non-anti-additive) “conjugation” f~ RX -f’ E RWo, satisfying only (1.21) 
for which (Qz”) “behaves like” problem (QF&), i.e., such that @h = 
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f”‘(x,) (see (3.71)); note that, by (3.74) this requires that 
f R,wo~(xo) =f”‘(x,). If we define 
f"(M')=X (*,'EWO,W.,~/:(ltr)=O 
=+a 
for WE IV,, w<f 
(3.76) 
then f -fc satisfies (1.21) (but not ( 1.22) 
we have 
for It’ E w,\ w’, 
) and, by (3.73) (3.74 ) and ( I .23 ), 
&p-(w)= -f'(w) + w(x(J (WE Wo), (3.77) 
By=hfif. {w(xJ + -f’(w))=(f’)‘(“)‘(?ro); (3.78) 
0 
however, the last term of (3.78) is only a “mixed” second conjugate off at 
x0. 
Combining Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Zfp =pG,- F x X + i? is h-separated, with .x0 of ( 1.6) 
not depending on h, and if W c RX satisfies (3.49), then for 7~~ : F x X -+ R as 
in (3.20) and.for +=+o:Fx W+i?definedby 
@,(y, M’)= ,&C .(7Qy, x) i -w(x)} + W(XO) (~1 E F, 11’ E W), (3.79) 
q$!(),, u.)=L~~(),, w) ( y E F, MS E W), (3.80) 
A$!( w) = A$$( w) (If E W), (3.81) 
and hence the (p W)-dual to (PG,h) coincides with the ( WI/I)-dual to (P,,,,). 
Proof: For $~F.xo~ defined by (3.61). tiG of (3.22) becomes, by 
inf 125 = + ‘XI, (3.49) and Lemma 2.1, 
= inf (7Tc(f, x) i -W(X)) + w(xg) (~EF, \VE W), 
XE R 
,~..~,~domn~ 
which, by inf fzI = + co, coincides with (3.79). 
Remark 3.10. (a) By (3.21), we have 
nlAg7 -Gl) = 0 (gEG h(g)ER), (3.82) 
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whence, by (3.79), (3.49) and + cc + - cc = - co, we obtain 
$o(g, w) < -w(-%) + w(xo) G 0 (gEG,h(g)ER, WE W). (3.83) 
(b) It will be useful to note explicitly that, by (3.51), (3.20), and [16, 
Formula (4.7)], for any h-separated p we have 
q$(y, w)= (h(y) i inf, {%AY, x) i -w(x)>> + WM (Y~F, WE w. 
(3.84) 
Now we shall consider the question, under what conditions (on an h- 
separated perturbation functional p = P~,~, or, equivalently, on 
7cG : F x A’ + R as in (3.20)) is every (p IQ-dual problem to (P,& an unper- 
turbational Lagrangian dual, i.e., a (V)-dual problem, to (PG,L), with 
suitable V c RF. 
THEOREM 3.3. Zfp =P~,~: F x X + R is h-separated, W c RX and 
w(xO) = inf sup {w(x) + -n,(g, x)} (WE w, 
gsG XPX 
(where zG is as in (3.20)), then for 
v= v,, = {u,.,, Iw E w> c RF, 
where 
h,n(Y)=suP {w(x) t -%(Yv 41 (y~f', WE W 
XSX 
we have 
q!(y, w) = GY(.Y, u,,,) (~EF, WE W), 
$$(w) = ny(u,,,) (w E W), 
(Q;ii)- (QW 
Prof. By (3.85) and (3.87), we have 
w(xO) = inf u,,,(G) (WE w, 
(3.85) 
(3.86) 
(3.87) 
(3.88) 
(3.89) 
(3.90) 
whence, by (3.49), (3.84), (3.87), and (2.29) we obtain (2.8) for V and 
SEXY, w) = {h(y) i --V,,,(Y)} + inf I,,, 
= LY(Y, cv,,) (YE& WE m 
i.e., (3.88). Hence, by (l.ll), there follow (3.89), (3.90). 
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Remark 3.11. (a) By (3.82) and (3.87), we have 
~*t%)~SuP {w(x) + -~,(&.4}=&.,(g) (gEG,h(g)~R,w~W), 
rcx 
and hence (not assuming (3.85)), if/z(g) E R for all gE G, then 
L$( I’, w) Q LG,.h( ?‘, UK,,) ( y E F, ~3 E W), (3.91 
n$M’) < iyyu,,,) (K’ E W). (3.92 
(b) One can also use Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 (or, alter 
natively, Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.2), to obtain (3.88)-(3.90) with 
~‘,v.n replaced by t~,,.~ of (2.39) (for I,+~ of (3.79). provided that it satisfies 
(2.37) and .x0 of (1.6) does not depend on h), i.e., by 
c,,.J .I*) = L’,.,,( .v)i - Il’(Xg) ( ~3 E F, 11’ E W). (3.93) 
Moreover, if (2.37) holds for tiG of (3.79), then, by [ 16, Formula (4.8)], we 
obtain (3.85), with both sides belonging to R; thus, (3.85) is slightly less 
restrictive than (2.37) (of course, if w(.Y~) E R for all 119~ W, then they are 
equivalent ). 
Let us consider now the Lagrangians LpW, G,h for the h-separated pertur- 
bation functionals (3.29), in the general case and in the particular cases 
(3.34) and (3.37). For p=p” of (3.29) we have. by (3.84) and (3.30), 
= (h(y) i - sup W(X){ + W,(Q) (YE F, C~‘E W), (3.94) 
.rEr-yL, 
which, in the particular case when WC RX, reduces to the “Lagrangian of 
Kurcyusz” (see [4] and the references therein). Furthermore, II/(; of (3.79) 
becomes now 
$G.(y. w)= r[E in!, l.) (-4-x)) -b 4-Q) (~3 E F, \t’ E W); (3.95) 
note also that, by (3.28), tic of (3.95) satisfies (3.83) for all g E G, WE W 
(i.e., even when h(g) $ R). 
From (3.28) and Theorem 3.3 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf 
w(x~) = inf sup W(X) (tv E W), (3.96) 
.,’ t r( xo k .rEr-l( cj 
409 Ilh I-8 
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then for V= V,, of (3.86), where 
u,:n(Y)= sup w(x) ( y E F, w E W), 
x.Er-I(?,) 
and for p = p” of (3.29), we have (3.88)-(3.90). 
Remark 3.12. By (3.28) and (3.97), there holds 
(3.97) 
w(x,)< inf sup M(X) = inf u,,,,(G) (WE w, (3.98) 
I.Er(XO)XEr-‘(j’) 
whence (3.91), (3.92), for p=p” of (3.29) (even when h(g)$ R for some 
geG). 
In the particular case (3.33), (3.34), where X is a linear space, we have 
x,=0 (by (3.34) and (3.28)), and hence, if WC,!?, then 
w(x()) = 0 
Thus, assuming also that 
(12’ E W). (3.99) 
infw(SZ)< +m (UT E WI, (3.100) 
which is no restriction of the generality (this follows similarly to the 
argument of Remark 2.3(f)), and taking into account (3.35), the 
Lagrangian (3.94) and tiG of (3.95) become, respectively, 
Lstiy, w)=h(y) i jnfn (-w(u(y)-w)) 
= {h(y)-w(u(y))} + infw(Q) (~EF, we W), (3.101) 
$Jy, w) = - w(u(~~)) + inf w(Q) (JEF, WE W). (3.102) 
Remark3.13. (a) L$$, of (3.101) encompasses, via ( 1.1 1 ), many usual 
dual problems. For example, considering a “semi-infinite” primal problem 
(3.40), i.e., with F= R”, X= R’ (with the product topology), where I is an 
infinite set, the dual problem to it, in the sense of [ 11, can be obtained by 
taking in (3.101), (1.11) W=X*=(R’)* and Q of (3.41). For some other 
particular cases of (3.101), (l.ll), see [21, 28, 301. 
(b) Let us show that some generalizations of Lyw of (3.101) (and 
hence of the corresponding dual problems (Qy,)) can be also written as 
( W$)-Lagrangians (resp. ( W$)-dual problems), with suitable coupling 
functionals I(/ = $G : F x W + i?. 
(i) First, let us consider the following generalization (see, e.g., [ll]) 
of (3.101) (when F=R”, X=R”, this also extends a generalization of 
(3.101), due to Gould [6]): Let W= WC,h be a set and let 
LYYY, w) = h(y) + CP,(U(Y), w) ( y E F, w E W), (3.103) 
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where U: F + X is the (fixed) mapping occurring in (3.33) and where 
qG: u(F) x W+ R is an arbitrary coupling functional, with values 
q&u(~), W) E i? not depending on h (they depend on G, at least via u). 
Define $k: Fx W+ i? by 
II/gy, ,I-) = %(4l’), )!-I (,,E F, M-E W). (3.104) 
(ii) Let W= W,C RFxufF) be a family of coupling functionals 
W: Fx u(F) + 1, with values w(J’, u(y)) E i? not depending on h, and let us 
consider the following generalization of (3.101) (which extends a 
generalization of (3.101), due to Klotzler [lo]): 
Ly(.v, U’)=h(y) i M’(I’, u(y)) (JEF, M‘E W). (3.105) 
Define $&: Fx W-t i? by 
$;(y, w) = w(y, u(y)) (JEF, \t’~ W). (3.106) 
(iii) Let W= W, c (E’“‘)‘, i.e., let W be a family of mappings 
,I-: F + 8”’ F’, such that the numbers w(J)(u(JJ)) E R do not depend on h, 
and let us consider the following generalization of (3.101) (which extends a 
generalization of (3.101) due to Armin Hoffmann [8] j: 
Jy(y, w)=h(p) i wiy)(u(y)) ( ,I’ E F, kv E W). 
Define $i: Fx W+ i? by 
‘)&(I’, )C) = ~~~(y)(u(y)) (~3 E F, w’ E W). 
Then, for (i)-( iii) we have, obviously, 
LI;*“( .1’, M’) = L$$( y, w) (ye F. H’E w; i= 1, 2, 3) 
I.Fh( W) = inf LF.h( I’, IV) = A$,( M’) (14, E IV; i = 1, 2, 3 ). 
VEF 
Returning to (3.101), let us give 
(3.107) 
(3.108) 
(3.109) 
(3.110) 
COROLLARY 3.7. If X is a linear space, G = u-‘(Q), where u: F-+ X, 
11) 
52 c X, u(F) 3 52, and if W c X# satisfik 
inf w(Q) E R (WE w, (3.1 
then for V= Vw,n of (3.86), where 
I,.,* = ~W~,U,R (y)= w(u(y)) + -inf rv(Q) (yEF, \VE W), (3.1 
andfor p=p” of (3.29), with r of(3.34), we have (3.88k(3.90). 
12) 
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Proof: By (3.34), x,=0, (3.28), (3.35), WcX#, (3.111), u(F)1Q and 
(3.99), we have 
inf sup w(x)= inf sup w(u(y)-0) 
yol-(x0) x.P’(y) ysF osR 
u(y)cQ 
= IifF {w(u(v)) + -inf w(Q)} = 0= w(x~) 
4V)EQ 
(WE WI, 
i.e., (3.96) so Corollary 3.6 applies. 
Remark 3.14. (a) Condition (3.111) is rather restrictive (see 
Remark 2.3(e)). If WOE W, inf W,,(Q) = - co, then, by (3.112), we have 
u,~,~(JJ)= + co (~EF), whence, by (3.101) and (2.29) (for W replaced by 
I’), we obtain 
q&(Y, WC4 = - 00 = ~YYY, u,,u,,) (YEdomh), 
and hence (see (2.30)) I$$(ww,) = - co = lGy’h(~,,,O,,,n). Thus, (3.89), (3.90) 
hold also under the weaker assumption (3.100). 
(b) By (3.93) and (3.99) we have now u,,.$= u ,,,, II (WE W). Also, if 
u(F)252 and (3.111) hold, then tjG of (3.102) satisfies (2.37). 
In view of remark 3.14(a), let us also give 
THEOREM 3.4. If X is a linear space, G = u ~ ‘(Q), where u: F + X, 
52 c A’, u(F) 352, and if W c X# satisfies (3.100), then for 
v= v,, = {u,;, 1 M’E w> CR’, (3.113) 
where 
hv,,(Y) = MkY)) (YEF, WE W), (3.114) 
andfor p=p” of (3.29), with r of (3.34), we have (3.88k(3.90). 
Proof. In [32], Remark 1.2, we have observed that 
u,,,,(G)=(wo~)(~-l(Q))=w(u(F)nQ) (M’ E W), (3.115) 
and thus, if u(F) 1 Q, then 
u,,,,(G) = w(Q) (w E W). (3.116) 
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Hence, by (3.101), (3.114), and (2.29), we obtain 
$$LY, w) = {h(y) - U,.,(Y)) + inf I,., 
= L$qy, v,:,j (I’ E F, \I’ E W), (3.117) 
which proves (3.88). Hence, by (1.11) there follow (3.89) (3.90). 
Remark 3.15. If u(0) = 0, then o,.,(O) = 0 (\VE W). If u is linear, then 
V w.u = F” . 
In the particular case when X= F and u = I,, condition u(F) xl2 is 
satisfied and VW,, = W, t’,,, = M’, and hence, from Theorem 3.4 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.8. If F is a linear space, rhen .for W c F# sati@ng (2.8), 
and p =p’: Fx F+ R of (3.38), we have 
L$$( I’, M’) = LZh( I’, w) (YE F. EVE W), (3.118) 
i$$( M’) = n$y W’) (1r E W), (3.119) 
and hence the ( ps W)-dual to (PG.,) coincides with the ( W)-dual to (PG.,). 
Remark 3.16. (a) While the perturbational Lagrangian dual to ( P,,h) 
is obtained from the unperturbational Lagrangian dual to (P,,,,,) using 
@ of (3.6) (see Remark 3.7(a)), Corollary 3.8 shows that, when F is a linear 
space and WC F#, the unperturbational Lagrangian dual to (PC,h) is the 
particular case X = F, p =pJ of the perturbational Lagrangian dual to 
(PG,h), with the same W. 
(b) There are some perturbation functionals p: F x X + R which are 
not h-separated, but can be replaced by an h-separated perturbation 
functional, so as to obtain the same primal functional (3.64), and hence, by 
(3.67), the same Lagrangian dual problem. For example, if X = F is a linear 
space and p” = p& : Fx F+ i? is defined by 
pO(,v,x)=h(y+.u) i xc(y) (.I*. x E F), (3.120) 
which satisfies (1.6) with x0 = 0 (such perturbation functionals are used in 
the theory of best approximation, e.g., in the problem of inlimizing, for an 
element x, of a normed linear space F and for y ranging in a subset G of F, 
the functional h(y) = l/x, - y 11, y E F), then p” is not h-separated, but can be 
replaced by the “standard perturbation functional” p’ = p&, : F x F -+ R of 
(3.38). Indeed, if f ‘, f”: F+ i? are the primal functionals (3.64) 
corresponding to p” and ps respectively, then 
f’(x)= inf h(g+x)=f’(xj (x E FL (3.121) 
gaG 
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and hence, by (3.67), it follows that 
qj&(w) = q&(w) (iv E W). (3.122) 
Let us also note that 
PO(Y? xl =p”(y + 4 x) (Y, XEF). (3.123) 
From Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.2, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.9. For an arbitrary perturbation functional p: F x X + R, 
if X is a linear space and W c X#, then 
2$!(w) = n$$q M’) (we WI, (3.124) 
where pS = p;xO)J: Xx X + R is the standard perturbation functional 
PS(Xv z) =f(x) 4 xz+ {x,](X) (A z E J-1. (3.125) 
Hence, 
{&,A (Q;&>- ((P~,,,~),(Q~~!“)}. (3.126) 
Proof: By Corollary 3.8, we have 
A jyxoLf( UP) = $$J( ,*v) (M’E w, (3.127) 
whence, by (3.67), there follows (3.124); hence, by (3.66), we obtain 
(3.126). 
Remark 3.17. Corollary 3.9 is a generalization of [30, Formula (2.6)]. 
COROLLARY 3.10. If F is a linear space, W c F#, p’ = p&, : F x F + i? is 
the standard perturbation fuctional(3.38), andf’ =j&, : F + R the “standard 
primal functional,” corresponding to p’, i.e., 
then 
f”(x) = $P”(Y, xl =,1;: h(g + xl (x E FL (3.128) 
l$yw) = qpqw) = -(fyqw) (M’E W), (3.129.) 
{(Pd (QWI - W’~o~.,A (Qglf”,). (3.130) 
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Proof: By Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 3.2 for p =ps (which satisfies 
(1.6) with x0 = 0), and since w(O) = 0 (w E W), we have 
ny(BI) = $$.( )$I) = Q1.q M’) = - (f’)““‘( IV) (w E W): 
alternatively, (3.129) follows also directly from (2.9) WC F# and (3.128). 
Remark 3.18. By Theorem 2.4, if (2.46) holds, then (unperturbational 
surrogate) ( WA)-duality is a “particular case of’ V-duality, namely, for 
v= v,, c RF of (2.51) so it is natural to ask whether one can apply 
Corollary 3.10 to this V, to conclude that ~$$KY) = -(.fS)“‘“‘( -I,,~,,) 
(,t’ E W). The answer is negative, since if F is a linear space and W is a set, 
then the family V= V,, c RF defined by (2.51) does not satisfy Vc F” 
(when A.,,. # F for some 1%’ E W). Moreover, in [32, Theorem 3.11, we have 
shown that for F= R2 there exists no coupling functional 
cp: F x (F* x R) -+ i? (independent on G, h), such that 
/?Jj;hjbr = sup{ - (.f”)“p’P’(F*, 0); (GE 2’. h E RF,. 
where P$& is as in Remark 2.9(d) above and 2F denotes the family 
of all subsets of F; hence, by (1.20) there exists no family 
V= { u,<~ 1 IVE (F*, 0)) c RF (independent on G, h), such that 
fl$;",dy = sup { - (.f'")"")(t~,~~)) iG E 2F, h E RF), (3.131) 
nt~F*,O~ 
However, let us mention that for &?& of remark 2.9(d) there exists (by 
[32, Formula (3.24)] and [34]) cp: Fx (F x R) + R such that 
A:;“,J Y, 0) = -(f’)“’ -V’( Y, 0) (Y’YEF*, GeZF, hERF). 
3.4. Perturbational Surrogate Dual Problems 
We recall that, assuming (1.6) if dc,,,,,,,. c Fx X (w E W), then the 
(X P, x0, W, a)-dual, or, briefly, the (p WA)-dual, to (P) = (PG,L)r is defined 
[32] as the supremization problem 
(Q) = (Q;&) p=g+ sup Jq W); n( M’) = n;&(w) 
= infp(d(F,.+.) (fi’ E w, (3.132) 
and any such (p Wd)-dual is called [32] a PS-dual (perturbational 
surrogate dual) problem to (P). We shall also assume (3.2) (as in [32]), to 
work with W of (3.6), and that, for each fixed EVE WC.h, the set 
AtF..ro,.w c F x X does not depend on p. 
Remark 3.19. In [32] we have used the term “PES-dual” (“pertur- 
bational extended surrogate dual”), where the word “extended” stands to 
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indicate that 
problem” (P) 
(QF&) “comes from” the surrogate dual to the “extended 
of (3.3); however, in the unified framework of the present 
paper, the word “extended” will be omitted. 
DEFINITION 3.6. We define the (p WJ)-Lagrangian L = LFkJ : F x W --) R
for WG,dv @$kA by 
L;$~(Y, w) = j;; PO’, x) = infp(&,,x,~ n (Y, X)) ( y E F, w E W). 
(Y.X)E &XOb 
(3.133) 
Remark 3.20. (a) (QF&) and LF& are the perturbational dual 
problem and Lagrangian corresponding to (Q$;) and L$$ of (2.44) and 
(2.45), by the scheme of Definition 3.3 and Remark 3.3. Indeed, if we 
replace WERF, YE F, G, h, WC RF and A,,,. by (0, M?)E (0, RX), 
(Y, x) EFX xv K x0), P, m= (0, W = (0, RX) and d(F, x,,~,~o,w.~ = d(F,.ro).bv7 
respectively, then 2%: and L$$ of (2&l), (2.45) will be replaced, respec- 
tively, by 
X(&a)*P(O, NV) = infp(d,,,,,) (WE w, (3.134) 
GwwY~ xl, (09 w)) =p(.Y, xl i Xa,F,,,,,o’, xl
(4’EF,XEX, WE W), (3.135) 
whence, by (3.132), (3.133) (3.7), and (3.9), we obtain 
q-$J( w) = /$$I( w ) (WE WI, (3.136) 
LF&( y, w ) = Lj$( y, WY) (YE F, M’E W); (3.137) 
formula (3.7) for A = A$&, I= x(&o)*p has been also observed in [32, 
Remark 4.1(b)]. 
(b) By (a), we have (1.1 l), (1.12) for LF&, A$!z, and fi$&, so Lf& 
is indeed a Lagrangian. Furthermore, if 
(E %) = &rg,,w. (WE w, (3.138) 
then, by (1.6), (3.138) and (3.133) we obtain 
KY) 4 Xc(Y) = P(Y? x0) 2 inf P(Y? x) JE x 
( )‘.-r) E d(F,.X,,.~~ 
= LF$( y, M’) (YE& WE W, (3.139) 
whence (1.14). 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. Under the assmptions of Definition (3.132) for $,F,rol: 
(FxX)x @+R defined bJ 
we hatle 
L$!J( I’, w) = L;&( I’, IV) (FE F, LVE W), (3.141) 
x$J( w) = /I$$( w) (L1’ E W), (3.142) 
so the (p WJ)-dual to (P,,) coincides with the (p W$)-dual to (P,,,,). 
Proqf: By (3.133), (1.7) and (3.140), (3.14) we have 
J$.&(I’, bu)= inf {PO: -Y) i x3,, ,“,,,, (~9.Y): .\ E.Y 
= L;&( I’, w) (I’ E F, 1%’ E W), 
which proves (3.141). Hence, by (1.11) (see Remark 3.20(b)), we obtain 
(3.142) (alternatively, (3.142) follows also from (3.132), (1.7), (3.140), and 
(3.13)). 
Remark 3.21. (a) One can give an alternative proof of 
Proposition 3.3, combining Remark 3.20(a), Theorem 2.3 (applied to 
(&$?T’.p) and 6) and Remark 3.4(a). 
(bj By Proposition 3.3, the perturbational surrogate dual problems 
(3.132) constitute a particular class of (p W$)-dual problems. 
(cl If we define LI~,,,~,,.cX (EVE W) by 
Aq.c,,I.,r = Pr,yJ,F..,,,.,. = {X&X’ 31”~ F, (I?‘, x)E&.,,, ,,,, 1. (M’ E W). 
(3.143) 
and if (3.138) holds, then, for f: X+ R of (3.64). we have only 
so a result corresponding to Theorem 3.2 does not hold for A0 of (3.143); 
formula (3.144) has been observed in [32, Remark 4.1 (d) and formula 
(S.lO)]. 
Combining Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
PROPOSITION 3.4. ff p =P~,~: F x X + R (sati$ving (1.6)) is h-separated 
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and W = WGvh c RX, and if the sets d CF,;xO,,w c F x X (w E W) do not depend 
on h, then for $o : F x W + R defined by 
IcIdY, w) = j$f 
d” 
TAY, xl = infd~o,J,wn (Y, X)1 
(YJJ E ,.=.x(),.u 
(L’EF, WE W), (3.145) 
where 7co is as in (3.20), we have 
L,G;lta(y, w) = Lo&:( y, w) ( y E F, w E W), (3.146) 
A;&(w) = rig(w) (we W), (3.147) 
and hence the (p WJ)-dual to (PGI) coincides with the ( W$)-dual to (PG.h). 
proof: For $cF,xoJ defined by (3.140), $c of (3.22) becomes 
$G(Y, w) = j!f, (“c(Y7 x) 4 Xa,F,,,,,(Y, 4) (ye F, we W), 
i.e., (3.145). 
Remark 3.22. (a) If (3.138) holds, then, by (3.145) and (3.82), we 
have 
$o(gr w)~dg,xcJ=O (geG, h(g)E R, M’E W). (3.148) 
(b) It will be useful to note explicitly that, by (3.146), (3.145), and 
(2.4) (or, alternatively, by (3.133), (3.20), and [ 16, Formula (4.7)]), for 
any h-separated p we have 
L;&(y, w) = h(y) i inf %AY> -x) (YE F, WE W). (3.149) .x Ex 
(,‘JJ~4F..x(p 
Now let us consider the question, under what conditions (on an h- 
separated perturbation functional p = P_~,~, or, equivalently, on 
rcG: Fx X + i? as in (3.20)) is every (p WA)-dual problem to (PG,h) an 
unperturbational Lagrangian dual, i.e., a (V)-dual problem, to (PG,h), with 
suitable Vc RF. Corresponding to Remark 3.1 l(b), we have 
PROPOSITION 3.5. If p =~o,~ : Fx X + R is h-separated and 
w= WG.hC RX, and if the sets aCF,x,,,,n, c Fx X (we W) do not depend on h 
and satisfjl 
sup inf %(g, x) = 0 (WE W) (3.150) 
gsc .x Ex 
(g.x) E +,xg,.* 
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(where no is us in (3.20)), then for V= Vwtic RF qf (2.38), (2.39), with 
I)~: Fx W+ R of (3.145), we have 
Qh(Y, WI = LG,.ho!, k+L) (YE& M’E w, (3.151) 
A;$,-( w) = A:“( v,.ti) (#‘E W), (3.152) 
(Q;$d- (Q4”). (3.153) 
Proof For tiG of (3.145), condition (2.37) becomes (3.150), and hence, 
by Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.1 (or, alternatively, by Proposition 3.4 
and Theorem 2.2) we obtain (3.151)-(3.153). 
Now we shall consider the question, under what conditions (on an h- 
separated perturbation functional p = P_~,~, or, equivalently, on 
7~~: Fx X+ R as in (3.20)), is every (pWA)-dual problem to (PG,L) an 
unperturbational surrogare, more precisely, a ( WA )-dual problem, to (PG.,), 
with the same WC RX (this is slightly different from the corresponding 
question for unperturbational Lagrangian dual problems, where we have 
needed another Vc RF, because of Definition 2.3). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. [f po,,,: F x X -+ R is h-separated and W= v.h c i?“, 
and if the sets d,F.m,,w c F x X (w E W) do not depend on h and satisfy 
inf (J’ E F. \I’ E W), (3.154) 
Y t;Y k(Y? -y) = X&,.(Y) 
II..~)E4F.uJ,.U 
L$J( y, w) = I$;( )‘, w) (J’ E F, II’ E W). (3.155) 
A;&(w) = 2$;(w) (WE W). (3.156) 
Proof: This follows from (3.149), (2.45), and ( 1.11). 
Remark 3.23. (a) For tiG: Fx W +R of (3.145), condition (3.154) 
becomes (2.48). Hence, by Theorem 2.3 and Remark 2.5 (applied to 
Theorem 2.3), formulae (3.155), (3.156) are equivalent to (3.146), (3.147), 
with It/G of (3.145) satisfying (3.154). In the sequel we shall be concerned 
with (3.155) (3.156). 
(b) By (a) and Remark 2.9(b), for $G of (3.145), condition (3.150) 
(i.e., (2.37)) is equivalent to (2.46). 
Let us consider now the h-separated perturbation functionals (3.29), in 
the general case and in the particular cases (3.34) (3.37). 
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COROLLARY 3.11. Given IT X-r 2F satisfying (3.28) and d”CF,xoJ,n, c Fx X 
(w E W), for p =p” of (3.29) and for A,,, c F (w E W) defined by 
Ao,w= {YW a(F,.~~).a~n(% r-‘b’))#52() (WE W) (3.157) 
we have (3.155), (3.156). 
Proof By Proposition 3.6, it will be sufficient o show that 
inf Xr(x)(Y)=X(~‘~Fld,~,~,..n(y’,r-l~.~~’))~IZ(~()’) (YE F, WE W); 
x0x 
(YJ) E 4FJlJ,.W (3.158) 
indeed, then the sets A.,,. of (3.157) will satisfy condition (3.154), with 7cG 
of (3.30). But, the left-hand side of (3.158) is = 0 if and only if there exists 
X E x with (Y, X) E a(F.xo),n~ such that y E T(x), i.e., such that x E f-‘(y), 
which happens if and only if the right-hand side of (3.158) is = 0. 
Remark 3.24. (a) Formula (3.157) has been obtained in [32, 
Theorem 4.31 (where these sets , have been denoted by A”(~),C,,,,,.). 
However, formula (3.155), with A,,,. of (3.157), has been taken in [32] as 
the definition of L.j!,& ( see also Remark 1.1(b) above). 
(b) Since the sets A.,,. of (3.157) satisfy (3.154) (with rcG of (3.30)), 
for tiG of (3.145) we have (3.148) f or all g E G, M’ E W (i.e., even when 
h(g) # R) if and only if 
X&Jd G Xr@&T) = xc(g) = 0 (gEG, MvE WI, 
i.e., if and only if (2.46) holds. Note also that, for A.,,. of (3.157), ule have 
(2.46) (or, equivalently, (3.150)) if and only if 
dcF.xo),bvn k f %)) # fa (gEG, WE W); (3.159) 
in particular, this is satisfied if (3.138) holds, or, even if 
(G -%I) = d(F.xg),w (WE W) (3.160) 
(since then, by (3.160), (3.28), and (3.31), we have (g,~,,)~d~~,.~~ ,,,, n 
(g, T-‘(g)) for all gEG, WE W) and hence, in this case, (3.151t(3.153) 
hold. 
In the converse direction, let us give 
COROLLARY 3.12. Given A,,,,, c F (w E W) and IT X -+ 2F satisfying 
(3.28) and 
r-‘(y)#0 (YEF) (3.161) 
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(or, equivalently, f(X) = U .~ Ex T(x) = F), for the sets d,F.,,,+ c F x X 
(u’ E W) defined 61 
(3.162) 
(where f-‘(A) = UFEA r- ‘( y)) there holds (3.157), and hence, .for p =p” of 
(3.29), we have (3.155), (3.156). 
ProoJ: If F E AG.,~ then, by (3.161), (3.162), for any 
.YE~-‘(y)cf-‘(A.,,,) we have ()!,x)~d,,;,,,.,.n(~, f-‘(y)). Conversely, 
if (h -K) E ~~F,.ro).~ n (,: f -‘(?I)), then, by (3.162), we have y E A,, , which 
proves (3.157). Hence, by Corollary 3.11, we obtain (3.155), (3.156). 
In the particular case (3.33), (3.34), where X is a linear space, we have 
x0 = 0 and (3.35), and hence, from Corollary 3.11 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.13. !f X is a linear space and G = u ‘(52 ), Lvhere u: F -+ X, 
Q c X, u(F) n Q # 0, and if WC Rx, d’ ,F,O’,,v c Fx X (\v E W), then for 
p = p” of (3.29). bvith I- of (3.34), and.for A,,,,. c F (MI E W) defined b> 
AC;,,,.= {J@ d’ IF.OI.n.“(I’~ u(I’)-Q)#O) (WE WI, (3.163) 
rz.e hatIe (3.155) (3.156). 
Similarly, observing that, for f of (3.34), condition (3.161) is satisfied 
(by (3.35)) from Corollary 3.12 we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.14. IfX is a linear space and G = u ‘(Q), where u: F -+ X, 
QcX, u(F)nQ#@, and if Wci?‘, A,,,,,cF (EVE W). then ,for 
d' ,F.o,,u c Fx X (M’E W) defined b, 
&.o,,w = (A..,., u(A,,,.i - Q) (b(’ E W). (3.164) 
there holds (3.163), and hence, for p =p” qf (3.29), it-ith I- qf (3.34), we have 
(3.155) (3.156). 
In the particular case when X= F and u = I,, from Corollary 3.13 there 
follows 
COROLLARY 3.15. If F is a linear space, WC RF and d,F,o,,K,~ Fx F 
(w E W), then for p = p’ of (3.38) and for AG,n c F (tv E W) defined by 
AG.,,.= {.t’~Fl a(F,O).wn(I’, ?‘-G)# a)- (Iz’ E W), (3.165) 
we have (3.155), (3.156). 
Remark 3.25. (a) The parts (3.156) of Corollaries 3.13 and 3.15, have 
been obtained in [32, Remark 4.21. 
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(b) For these particular cases, condition (3.159) reduces, respec- 
tively, to 
2 (F,O),w n (YY U(Y) - Q) z 0 (yEu-‘(s2), U’E W), (3.166) 
A(,o,,w.nkg-G)Z0 (gEG, WE W). (3.167) 
Similarly, from Corollary 3.14, there follows 
COROLLARY 3.16. Zf F is a linear space, WC RF and AC,,,. c F (MI E W), 
then for dCF,o,,w c F x F (w E W) defined bJ 
AWN.n~ = (AG,~, A,,,. - G) (WE W) (3.168) 
there holds (3.165), and hence, for p=pS of (3.38), we have (3.155), (3.156). 
Remark 3.26. While the (pWd)-dual to (PG,L) is obtained from the 
(WJ)-dual to (P,F,,,j,p), with W of (3.6) (see Remark 3.20(a)), 
Corollary 3.16 shows that, when F is a linear space, the (unperturbational 
surrogate) ( WA)-dual is the particular case p =pS and 2 = (3.168), of the 
perturbational surrogate dual to (PG,h), with the same W. 
Finally, let us consider the particular case of DPS-dual (decomposed per- 
turbational surrogate dual) problems to (P,,,), in the sense of [32]. Namely, 
if the sets d” (F,XOj,w c Fx X (u’ E W) are of the form 
2 (F,.ro),n~ = Fx A;x&,,~ (we W), (3.169) 
where A8.ro +. 
b 
cX (EVE W), then problem (Q,“;lt,-) of (3.132) becomes the 
(p W, F x A )-dual problem 
= inf 
Y E FJ E &,,r,w 
P(YT xl (w E W), (3.170) 
and we shall call it a DPS-dual problem, to (PG,h) (actually, in [32] we 
have called it a DPES-dual problem to (PG,h), where the E stands for 
“extended,” which we shall omit here, according to Remark 3.19). Further- 
more, for d(F,xo),w of (3.169), the (pWJ)-Lagrangian (3.133) becomes the 
(p W, F x A’)-lagrangian 
L~it,Fxdo(~~ Wkt$f p(h x, (YE& WE W, (3.171) 
G0I.K 
which coincides with the Lagrangian for { (PG,L)r (QF$,F,,o,} defined 
(directly) in [32]. 
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Remark 3.27. If (3.169) holds, then, for any YE F, SEX, and w E I+‘, 
(3.172) 
Consequently, the above results on general (p Wd)-dual problems and 
(pWd)-Lagrangians remain also valid for this particular case, with the 
additional features that formulae (3.135), (3.140), and condition (3.138) 
become now, respectively, 
Also, if p = pG.L is h-separated, witn 7cG as in (3.20), then (3.145), (3.149) 
and condition (3.154) become now, respectively, 
Furthermore. formula (3.157) now becomes 
A,.,,.= IYEFI Aq,+ nfp*(y)#O).= UA’$,i,,,) ( H E W); (3.179) 
for 1 (F..rU),W of (3.169) and A,.,. of (3.179), Corollary 3.11 has been given in 
[32, Theorem 5.3 and Remark 5.41. Similar results are also valid for 
(3.t79) with f of (3.34), (3.37), and for Corollaries 3.13, 3.15 (see [32, 
Remark 5.5]), of which we mention the last one (corresponding to 
Corollary 3.8 above): 
COROLLARY 3.17. If F is a linear space, WC R’ and AYo~.,V~ F (\VE W), 
then .for p = p’ of (3.38) and for 
d,,.={y~Fl A’?o~,,,.n(y-G)#/21}=G+A~oI~,, (‘I’ E W), (3.180) 
we have (3.155), (3.156). Hence, in particular, if A”: 2F x R’-+ 2F is “trans- 
lative” in the sense of [32], i.e., 
A;,w = G + AT,;,,, (GELS, ~I’E W), (3.181) 
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fhen 
LFIGFx @( y, M’) = Lg$l( )‘, w) (L’EF, WE W), (3.182) 
A,G;$,, &I( IV) = A”,$( w) (ii’ E W). (3.183) 
For AcF,.rO,,W of (3.169), there holds (3.143) and we have the following 
improvement of Remark 3.21(c) (corresponding to Theorem 3.2): 
THEOREM 3.5. For any p: F x X + R (satisfying (1.6)), WcKx and 
qq+G c X( u’ E W), we have 
Ap”;(F x/I( w ) = 1 $y( IV) (WE W) (3.184) 
(with f =fG I, :X + R of (3.64)), and hence 
W’cd (G!;$,.,a+ WI.rol./)~ (Q&V)). (3.185) 
Proqf: By (3.170), (3.64), and (2.44), we have 
ILz$,Fx40(~~) = inff(Ag,Ol,,,,) = L&$‘(W) (11’ E W), 
i.e., (3.184), which, together with (3.66), yields (3.185). 
From Corollary 3.17 and Theorem 3.5, we obtain the following result 
(corresponding to Corollary 3.9): 
COROLLARY 3.18. Let X be a linear space and WC RX, and let 
A’: 2x x W-, 2x be “locallq~ translatioe” in the sense of [32], i.e., 
A’&i,,, = -XT + A&;.,, (x E x, )I’ E W). (3.186) 
Then for any perturbation functional p: F x X -+ R, satisfJsing (1.6) for some 
x0 E X, and for the standard perturbation functional p” = pi.xO ),/ :Xx X -+ a 
of (3.125), M’e have 
A;$!.,, (pi(w) = Aj;r$,$x p(w) (M’E WI, (3.187) 
1 (Pa), (Q:$.,, /J )> - UP~.q,l,f), (Q$&L,d>. (3.188) 
Proof: By Corollary 3.17, there holds 
@yx p(w) = A p$J( M’) (WV E w, (3.189) 
whence, by (3.184), we obtain (3.187), (3.188). 
Remark 3.28. (a) Corollary 3.18 is a generalization of [30, For- 
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mula (2.3)], concerning WC.%” and Ayxj w of (2.56), which is locally 
translative for WC Xx (see also Remark 3.29 below). 
(b) The result corresponding to Corollary 3.10, according to which if 
F is a linear space, W c RF and A~,),,, c F (WE W), thenforf=f” of(3.128) 
and A,,,cF (WE W) of (3.180), we have ,I$; = nc$Jd’ and hence, if 
A’: 2’x W+ 2F is translative, then L$&= IFid”), is now an immediate 
consequence of (2.44) and (3.128) (of course, it follows also from 
Corollary 3.17 and Theorem 3.5 for p =pS of (3.38)). 
Finally, let us show some relations between decomposed perturbational 
surrogate dual and perturbational Lagrangian dual problems, with the same 
p, but a different I’= I’, c RX. Corresponding to Theorem 2.4, we have 
THEOREM 3.6. If (3.175) holds, then for 
If= v/,,o= { -xdg,oi,” 1 WE W) c K” (3.190) 
we have 
L~&F,A”b~ w) = L,G;h(l,, -xAq,oi,u) (L’EF, U’E W), (3.191) 
A$‘,, AdH’) = n,“;“( -xA? ,:o! - ) (\1’ E W), (3.192) 
(Q,“;lt,F,Ao) - (Q,“L”). (3.193) 
Proof. By (3.175) we have -~~y,~~,~(x~) =0 (WE W), whence, by (3.171) 
and (3.51), 
= L;+o,, -xA;,,;,,) ( y E F, w E W), 
and hence, by (1.11) we obtain (3.192) and (3.193). 
Remark 3.29. (a) Theorem 3.6 shows that if (3.175) holds, then 
(p W, F x A’)-duality is a “particular case” of (pV)-duality for a suitable 
modification V of W. If (3.175) does not hold for some WE W, then 
- ~A;,L, 
‘3-h , 
(XO) = -Q whence L,, (J, -~~y,~,, )= -cc (~EF). 
(b) By (3.192) and by (3.71) applied to W replaced by V of (3.190) 
we have 
b;ii.F x A0 = sup {u(xo) + -fC'"'(D)} =f"""'""(X,), (3.194) 
“E C’ 
wheref""' and f"""'"" are taken with respect to I’; hence, by (3.72), 
B Gh pW.Fx A o=fJt=(V+R)(*~O)= (3.195) 
I’ + Ii < /’ 
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the “(Y+ R)-convex hull of f at x0”, with V of (3.190). Also, by [33, 
Theorem 3.5 or 4.2 (or formula (5.10))], 
P pGilf.FXdO =fQLKixo)~ (3.196) 
the “M-quasi-convex hull off at x,,” (in the sense of [33] ), where 
Af = {x\,A~,o),K. 1 WE Iv} c 2X; (3.197) 
consequently, a = /W pW,FxdO if and only iff(x,,) =fpc.M,(x,,) (i.e., if and only 
if f is “&Z-quasi-convex at xg [33]). Therefore, the DPS-dual problem 
(Qzi,:,,, 40) may be also called the “&!-quasi-convex duaP’ problem to 
(PG,h), with A of (3.197); in the particular case when F= R”, X= R” and 
do = A6’ of (2.56), (Qz$,:,,X,o) and LF&,,l;xdo become, respectively, the 
“quasi-convex dual” problem of [2] (encompassing [S, 12,7)) and the 
corresponding Lagrangian of [ 13, 14, 281). For further particular cases 
(e.g., the “pseudo-dual” [25] and the “semi-dual” [29, 301 problems to 
(PC,h)) and some related results, see [31-331. 
(c) In the opposite direction, we have only the following remark: If 
in (2.55) or (2.56) we replace F, G and u(g) (g E G) by X, {x0} and w(?c~), 
respectively (see Remark 3.3), we obtain 
AY” I-kYDl.- = A&>,s,= {x&k 1 w(x) 2 w(x,,} 
= (XEXI Ok -w(x) f w(x,,} (WE W). (3.198) 
Then x0 E d&r,w, (w E IV), whence, by ( 1.6), 
h(Y) + X&J) =PO7 x0) k *i$r p(y, x) = L;&7x461(y, w) 
(C”).B 
Q[ {P(YA i {-+4 f wo)))q~o,,~~) 
IXOl.W, 
(Y~F, WE W; (3.199) 
hence, by a=inf,..(h(y) i x~(JT)} and (1.11) 
a>, A~$,FxA6s(w) 2 1:$(w) (WE w, (3.200) 
and thus 
a 2 p;&x 36s I> j?g (3.201) 
Consequently, if a = /I$, then a = pF$,,, Adr. 
(d) BY Cc)+ problem (QFk,Fx,o ) is the perturbational dual problem 
corresponding, via the scheme of Definition 3.3 and Remark 3.3, to both 
(Q$$,) and (Q$&) of R emark 2.9(d), which are of rather different charac- 
ter (see Remark 3.18). 
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Note added in proof: (1) In a subsequent paper (in preparation) we have given some 
applications of the present theory to duality in combinatorial optimization. (2) For a result on 
the problem raised after (3.75), see J.-E. Martinez-Legaz and 1. Singer, Dualities between com- 
plete lattices (in preparation). 
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